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Lighting
Perched on a portaledge, cooking in camp or stretching the 

limits of the daylight hours, BD’s reliable lighting is an essential 
tool for any outdoor endeavor.

**All lighting RoHS Compliant and CE certified 
(except for accessories section)

Spot 325 Headlamp
For midweek dawn patrols, all-night approaches, or just big climbing 
objectives that push beyond daylight, the Black Diamond Spot325 has 
325 lumens of power, now housed in a smaller, more efficient design. 
With a new, compact body, the Spot325 has been redesigned with 
a lower profile for better balance and is more ergonomic for added 
comfort. We’ve also updated the user interface by adding a second 
switch for easy lens mode selection. In addition, the updated optical 
efficiency not only provides brighter light with more peak intensity, but 
also saves battery life that you can now easily track with a six-setting, 
three-LED battery meter. The Spot325 also offers peripheral lighting 
for close-range activities like sorting gear, cooking, or reading in camp 
and it sports an IPX8 waterproof housing. The Brightness Memory 
feature allows you to turn the light on and off at a chosen brightness 
without reverting back to a default setting. Plus, the Spot325’s PowerTap 
Technology makes for instant brightness adjustment settings.

FEATURES
– Emits up to 325 lumens on max setting 
– PowerTap™ Technology allows instant transitioning between full and 

dimmed power
– Six-Setting 3 LED battery meter
– Compact, low-profile design uses three AAA batteries, included
– Brightness Memory allows you to turn the light on and off at a chosen 

brightness without reverting back to full or mid-power
– Settings include full strength in proximity and distance modes, 

dimming, strobe, red night-vision and lock mode
– Multifaceted optical lens design
– IPX8: Waterproof-Tested to operate at least 1.1 meters underwater for 

30 minutes. If submerged, water may enter the battery compartment 
and it will still operate; it should be completely dried out after us in 
wet conditions.

BD620641 RRP: $79.99

● ● ● ● ●
Black, Aluminum, Sand, Dark Olive, Octane

325 Lumens

Dark Olive

Octane Sand

Black

Aluminum

375 Lumens

Storm 375 Headlamp
The Storm375 is engineered for epics in all conditions, featuring a robust 
waterproof/dustproof housing and 375 lumens of bright light. With a new, 
compact body, the Storm375 is more ergonomic, and the updated user 
interface includes a secondary switch for easy mode selection. In addition, 
the updated optical efficiency not only provides brighter light, but also 
saves battery life that you can now easily track with a six-setting, three-LED 
battery meter. The Storm375 also has three different colored night vision 
modes and peripheral white lighting for close-range activities like carefully 
re-racking for the final summit pitch in the dark. The headlamp has our 
Brightness Memory feature, which allows you to turn the light on and off at a 
chosen brightness without reverting back to the default, full power setting. 
The Storm375’s PowerTap Technology enables you to quickly and easily 
access maximum brightness with the touch of a finger.

FEATURES
– Emits up to 375 lumens on max setting 
– PowerTap™ Technology allows instant transitioning between full and 

dimmed power
– Six-Setting 3 LED battery meter
– Brightness Memory allows you to turn the light on and off at a chosen 

brightness without reverting back to full power
– Regulated for constant light output
– Compact, low-profile design uses four AAA batteries
– Settings include full strength in proximity and distance modes, dimming, 

strobe, red, green and blue night-vision, and lock mode
– Multifaceted optical lens design
– Waterproof and dustproof: Sealed housing withstands immersion over 1m 

for 30 minutes (IP67)

BD620640 RRP: $99.99

● ● ● ● ●
Black, Sand, Dark Olive, Octane, Azul

Sand

Black

Octane Azul

Dark Olive
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Spot Lite 160 Headlamp
Compact yet powerful with 160 lumens of dependable light, the 
SpotLite160 is the ideal headlamp to stash in a pack or glovebox for that 
just-in-case fast and light objective. With its waterproof housing rated to 
IPX8, and settings that let you easily switch from full power to dimmed, 
strobe or red night vision, the SpotLite160 has the functionality of a 
bigger light in a tiny ergonomic package.

FEATURES
– Emits up to 160 lumens on max setting
– Multi-faceted optical lens design runs on two AAA alkaline batteries
– Settings include full strength in proximity and distance modes, 

dimming, strobe, red night vision and lock mode
– IPX8: Waterproof-Tested to operate at least 1.1 meters underwater for 

30 minutes. If submerged, water may enter the battery compartment 
and it will still operate; it should be completely dried out after us in 
wet conditions.

BD620644 RRP: $59.99

● ● ● ● ●
Graphite, Dark Olive, Aqua, Azul, Octane

160 Lumens

Graphite Azul

Dark Olive

Octane

Aqua

Cosmo 225 Headlamp
With 225 lumens of power housed in a super compact, watertight body, the 
Cosmo 225 is perfect for urban adventures and overnighters in the woods. The 
Cosmo’s new, compact body, is more ergonomic with a lower profile for improved 
balance, and the updated user interface includes a second switch for easy lens 
selection. In addition, the updated optical efficiency not only provides brighter 
light, but also saves battery life. And thanks to its watertight construction, the 
Cosmo keeps lighting the way whether you’re forced to bike home in the rain, or 
you’re hiking back to camp in an unexpected downpour.

FEATURES
– Emits up to 200 lumens on max setting
– Red night vision has dimming and strobe modes and activates without cycling 

through the white mode
– Compact, low-profile design uses three AAA batteries
– Settings include proximity and distance modes, dimming, strobe, red night-

vision and lock mode
– Multifaceted optical lens design
– IPX8: Waterproof-Tested to operate at least 1.1 meters underwater for 30 

minutes. If submerged, water may enter the battery compartment and it will 
still operate; it should be completely dried out after us in wet conditions.

BD620642 RRP: $64.99

● ● ● ●
Aluminum, Azul, Black, Dark Olive

225 Lumens

Astro 175 Headlamp
Small enough to bring just in case, but bright enough to light the way down 
unexpected rappels and dark trails, the new Astro175 features an updated 
compact body that is more ergonomic, with a lower profile for better balance. 
In addition, the updated optical efficiency not only provides brighter light at 175 
lumens, but also saves battery life. The Astro’s dimming and strobe modes let you 
customize the lighting to your needs, and the highly weather-resistant housing 
shrugs off rain and snow.

FEATURES
– Emits up to 175 lumens on max setting
– Compact, low-profile design uses three AAA batteries
– Settings include full strength, dimming and strobe
– Brightness Memory allows you to turn the light on and off at a chosen 

brightness without reverting back to full power
– Stormproof: withstands rain and sleet from any angle (IPX 4)

BD620643 RRP: $46.99

● ● ● ● ● 
Graphite, Octane, Aqua, Aluminum, Dark Olive

175 Lumens

Aluminum Octane

Black

GraphiteDark Olive

Aqua

Dark Olive Azul

Aluminum
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Smoke Blue

Sprinter
Designed for everyday pre-dawn/post-sunset use, the USB-rechargeable 
Sprinter, now with 200 lumens of power, is ready for any trail in any weather.

FEATURES
– 1 DoublePower LED with 200 lumens (max setting) projects a strong, oval 

beam
– Red taillight strobe with on/off programmability for visibility in urban 

areas
– Powered by a lithium polymer rechargeable battery (5-hour USB charge 

time)
– Settings include full strength, dimming and strobe
– Regulated for constant illumination on all brightness settings
– IPX4: Storm proof-Tested to withstand rain and sleet from any angle.

BD620630           RRP: $159.99

Smoke Blue

200 Lumens

Salt WaterOctane

Denim

Black

Iota
A tiny light that packs a rechargeable punch, the Iota is our smallest and lightest 
rechargeable light, powering fast morning training sessions and evening hikes 
before beers.

FEATURES
– 1 DoublePower LED with 150 lumens (max setting) projects a strong, oval beam
– Powered by a lithium ion rechargeable battery (3-hour USB charge time)
– Settings include full strength, dimming and strobe
– PowerTap Technology allows fast and simple transitioning between full 

and dimmed power in order to instantly increase illumination in distance or 
proximity modes

–  Three-level power meter shows remaining battery life for three seconds after 
switching on headlamp

– Lockout feature safe guards against accidental use when stored in a pack or 
pocket

– IPX4: Storm proof-Tested to withstand rain and sleet from any angle.

BD620628           RRP: $79.99

■ ■ ■ ■
Black, Octane, Denim, Saltwater

150 Lumens

Black

Icon
Our brightest, most powerful headlamp for professionals and adventurers 
who demand high-output lighting, the redesigned Icon headlamp 
features a striking 500-lumens of power, waterproof construction and a 
removable, balanced battery pack.

FEATURES
– One QuadPower LED spotlight and 1 DoublePower white LED emit 500 

lumens (max. setting)
– Programmable Brightness Memory gives you the option to set the 

brightness level when first turned on
– Removable battery pack (longer cable included)
– Red, Green and Blue night vision modes cover the spectrum of night 

vision needs
– Settings include full strength (in proximity and distance modes), 

dimming, strobe, RGB night vision options and lock mode
– Three-level power meter shows remaining battery life for three 

seconds after switching on headlamp
– IP67: Waterproof and dust proof-Best for saltwater and extremely wet 

or dusty environments. Unit is completely sealed and tested to operate 
up to 1 meter underwater for 30 minutes. Requires no maintenance 
after submersion.

BD620629           RRP: $179.99

Black

500 Lumens

Black Denim Nickel

Octane

Revolt
Our highly versatile rechargeable headlamp, the redesigned Revolt features a 
waterproof design, PowerTap Technology and massive 300 lumens, with the 
added option of charging via USB or using standard alkaline batteries.

FEATURES
– One QuadPower LED and one DoublePower white LED emit 300 lumens
– Red SinglePower LED for night vision has dimming and strobe settings and 

activates without cycling through white mode
– PowerTap™ Technology allows instant transitioning between full and dimmed 

power
– Sleek, low-profile design uses three Black Diamond AAA Rechargeable 

Batteries or standard alkaline or lithium batteries
– Settings include full strength in proximity and distance modes, dimming, 

strobe, red night-vision and lock mode
– Three-level power meter shows remaining battery life for three seconds after 

switching on headlamp
– Waterproof; Protected against water immersion down to >1m (3.3 ft) for 30 

minutes (IPX 8) 

BD620631           RRP: $119.99

■ ■ ■ ■
Black, Nickel, Denim, Octane

300 Lumens
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30 Lumens

Headlamps

Powell
BlueBlack

Stride Headlamp
A super-compact, incredibly versatile strobe light that goes just about 
anywhere, the lightweight Stride easily attaches to your existing 
headlamp strap for urban running visibility, and also functions as 
a stand-alone headlamp or on packs, bikes or dogs for on-the-go 
illumination.

FEATURES
– Incredibly versatile light attaches to headlamps, backpacks, dog 

collars or bike posts for added visibility
– SinglePower LED with 25 lumens of solid white light allows for use as 

a standard headlamp
– Strobe modes in both white and red, each with two different 

cadences
– Push-button lens for easy/on off even while wearing gloves
– Internal lithium ion battery is easily rechargeable via USB (cord 

included)
– Combines with Black Diamond Iota Headlamp for the ultimate 

lightweight rechargeable running light
– Lightweight elastic strap included

BD620632           RRP: $69.99

Black

25 Lumens

Wiz
Our totally redesigned kid’s headlamp that now features lighting in a full-color 
spectrum, the Wiz gives kids the lighting they need to explore the outdoors in a 
variety of fun colors.

FEATURES
– One LED provides 30 lumens of proximity lighting and strobe mode
– An RGB LED allows kid’s to cycle through a full rainbow spectrum of colors
– Head tilts in both directions so it works even when put on upside down
– Compact design uses two AAA batteries
– CPSIA certified with child-safe battery compartment closure and breakaway 

elastic safety strap
– Powers off after two hours to avoid accidental battery drain
– Storm Proof [IPX4]: Protected against rain or sleet from any angle

BD620637           RRP: $44.99

■ 
Powell Blue

LIGHTING—HEADLAMPS

Style # Max Lumens
Max Distance(s) on 

Highest Setting
Max Distance(s) on 

Lowest Setting
Max Burntime(s) on 

Highest Setting
Max Burntime(s) on 

Lowest Setting

Storm375 NEW BD620640 370 100 m 8 m 75 H 310 H

Spot325 NEW BD620641 325 83 m 8 m 65 H 600 H

Cosmo225 NEW BD620642 225 72 m 8 m 70 H 300 H

Astro175 NEW BD620643 175 35 m 3 m 45 H 250 H

SpotLite160 NEW BD620644 160 60 m 3 m 28 H 60 H

Icon BD620629
500

125 m 14 m 70 H 250 H
100

ReVolt BD620631
300

85 m 2 m 30 H (est.) 175 H (est.)
75

Sprinter BD620630 200 50 m 7 m 4 H 42 H

Iota BD620628 150 40 m 8 m 3 H 20 H (est.)

Stride BD620632 25 8 m - - -

Wiz  BD620637 30 20 m 5 m 9 H 120 H 

LIGHTING—HEADLAMPS

Batteries Weight With Batteries
IP Water- 

proof Rating
Case Pack 
Quantity Retail Package Dimensions

Storm375 NEW 4 AAA (included) 120 g 4.2 oz IP 67 10 9.6 x 12 x 5.7 cm 3.7 x 4.7 x 2.2 in

Spot325 NEW 3 AAA (included) 86 g 3.0 oz IPX 8 10 9.0 x 12 x 4.6 cm 3.5 x 4.7 x 1.8 in

Cosmo225 NEW 3 AAA (included) 83 g 2.9 oz IPX 8 10 9.0 x 12 x 4.6 cm 3.5 x 4.7 x 1.8 in

Astro175 NEW 3 AAA (included) 81g 2.8 oz IPX 4 10 9.0 x 12 x 4.6 cm 3.5 x 4.7 x 1.8 in

SpotLite160 NEW 2 AAA (included) 54 g 1.9 oz IPX 8 10 8.1 x 12 x 4.6 cm 3.5 x 4.7 x 1.8 in

Icon  4 AA (included) 230 g 8.1 oz 67 10 10 x 11.5 x 12 cm 3.9 x 4.5 x 4.7 in

ReVolt
3 AAA (rechargeable NiMH 

battery included)
89 g 3.1 oz X8 10 10.5 x 11.5 x 5 cm 4.1 x 4.5 x 2 in

Sprinter  n/a 105 g 3.7 oz X4 10 10 x 11.5 x 12 cm 3.9 x 4.5 x 4.7 in

Iota n/a 56 g 1.9 oz X4 10 8.2 x 11.2 x 4 cm 3.2 x 4.4 x 1.6 in

Stride n/a 35 g 1.2 oz X4 10 8.2 x 11.2 x 4 cm 3.2 x 4.4 x 1.6 in

Wiz  2 AAA (included) 56 g 2.0 oz X4 10 10.5 x 11.5 x 4.2 cm 4.1 x 4.5 x 1.7 in
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ReMoji
The versatile ReMoji provides bright and simple lighting performance inspired by the original 
Moji Lantern, with a USB-rechargeable design and a magnetic backing that easily sticks inside 
your van.

FEATURES
– One LED emits 150 lumens of power
– Frosted globe produces bright, ambient light
– Unique dimming switch provides adjustable brightness
– Collapsible, double-hook hang loop and magnetic backing for versatile attachment options
– Internal lithium ion battery recharges via USB
– Protected against water immersion

BD620719 RRP: $69.99

Black

150 Lumens

Graphite

Graphite

Process Blue

100 Lumens

Moji
Extremely simple and extremely bright, the Moji is a compact camp lantern featuring a 
durable construction and 100 lumens of power for no-frills illumination.

FEATURES
– One TriplePower LED emits 100 lumens (max. setting)
– Frosted globe produces bright, ambient light
– Unique dimming switch provides adjustable brightness
– Includes collapsible, double-hook hang loop and uses three AAA alkaline batteries
– Protected against water immersion

BD620711           RRP: $44.99

■ ■
Graphite, Process Blue

Moji Charging Station
An ultra-bright basecamp lantern with a three-way power source, the Moji Charging 
Station also acts as portable power and charges handheld electronics  
via USB.

FEATURES
– One QuadPower LED emits 250 lumens (max setting)
– Frosted globe produces bright, ambient light
– Unique dimming switch provides adjustable brightness
– USB port charges handheld electronics
– Collapsible double-hook hang loop
– 5200 mAhours
– Runs on AC (with adapter, not included), rechargeable sealed lithium ion battery or  

standard AA batteries

BD620713           RRP: $149.99

■
Graphite

250 Lumens

LIGHTING—LANTERNS

 Style #
Max 

Lumens

Max 
Burntime(s) on 
Lowest Setting Batteries

Weight With 
Batteries

IP 
Water- 

proof Rating
Case Pack 
Quantity Retail Package Dimensions

ReMoji BD620719 150 16 H
Rechargeable 

Li-Ion 
(included)

86 g 2.9 oz 4 10 7.5 x 7.5 x 5.0 est 3.0 x 3.0.x 2.0 est

Moji  BD620711 100 100 H
3 AAA 

(not included)   
122 g 4.3 oz 4 10 19.7 x 7.6 x 7.6 cm 7.75 x 3 x 3 in

Moji 
Charging 
Station

BD620713 250 150 H Li-ion or 4 AA   430 g 15.1 oz 4 10 16.5 x 5.1 x 3.6 cm 6.5 x 2 x 1.4 in

Lanterns
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Accessories

Icon Rechargeable 
Battery
A spare waterproof rechargeable that equips 
you with extra battery life and a charge out 
power source via USB. For use with the new 
Icon. 

BD620548           RRP: $129.99

Black Diamond AAA 
Rechargeable Battery 
4-Pack
A 4-pack of Black Diamond’s powerful 
NiMH rechargeable batteries. 

BD620545           RRP: $29.99

LIGHTING—LIGHTING ACCESSORIES

Style # Weight
Case Pack 
Quantity Retail Package Dimensions

Black Diamond AAA Rechargeable Battery 4 Pack   BD620545 48 g 1.7 oz 10 10 x 12.2 x 1.5 cm 3.9 x 4.7 x 0.6 in

Icon Rechargable Battery BD620548 163 g 5.75 oz 10 12.5 x 8.8 x 4.2 cm 4.9 x 3.5 x 1.66 in

TED HESSER

PATAGONIA, ARGENTINA
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Trekking Poles
BD’s Trail, Alpine and Distance Series trekking poles are among 

today’s strongest, lightest and most versatile three-and four-
season poles on—or off—the trail.

Distance Carbon AR
Built for fast and light missions on the trail, the Distance Carbon AR trekking poles are your multi-
functional adventuring companions that feature an Accessory Ready grip, designed to receive a 
connecting component that transforms the Distance Carbon AR’s into the structure poles for its fast 
and light hiking companion, the Distance UL Shelter. Featuring carbon construction, the Distance 
Carbon AR’s weight is minimal, while the poles’ adjustability comes from our award winning, tried 
and true FlickLock design. So, whether you’re looking for a lightweight pair of poles to hit the trail, or 
you’re taking full advantage of the Accessory Ready grip by pairing them with the Distance UL shelter 
for overnight adventures, the Distance Carbon AR’s are ready for any mountain mission.

FEATURES
– Accessory Ready grip is compatible with Distance UL Shelter (sold separately)
– FlickLock adjustability
– Ultralight carbon construction
– Interchangeable, non-scarring rubber Tech Tips and carbide Tech Tips
– Stopper basket with shaft catcher to secure folded sections

BD112516  RRP: $319.99

Wasabi

Distance Carbon FLZ
Combining ultralight carbon construction with 
Z-Pole technology and FlickLock® adjustability, 
the Distance Carbon FLZ is now stiffer and more 
durable, making it the ultimate pole in adjustable, 
folding performance.

FEATURES
– Improved joint support and stiffness
– Lightweight, EVA foam grip with breathable, 

moisture-wicking grip
– Non-slip EVA foam mini-grip extension
– Three-section foldable shaft with speed cone 

deployment and FlickLock® adjustability
– 100% carbon fiber construction
– Interchangeable, non-scarring rubber Tech 

Tips and carbide Tech Tips
– Stopper basket with shaft catcher to secure 

folded sections

BD112204           RRP: $299.99

Carbon

Distance Carbon Z
Our lightest Z-Pole built for mountain athletes 
and weight conscious adventurers, the Distance 
Carbon Z is now stronger with improved joint 
support and more durable, making it the ultimate 
in folding-pole performance.

FEATURES
– Improved joint support and stiffness
– More durable with added aluminum ring to 

protect carbon
– Lightweight, EVA foam grip with breathable, 

moisture-wicking grip
– Non-slip EVA foam mini-grip extension
– Three-section foldable design with speed-

cone deployment
– 100% carbon fiber construction
– Interchangeable, non-scarring rubber Tech 

Tips and carbide Tech Tips
– Stopper basket with shaft catcher to secure 

folded sections

BD112205           RRP: $279.99

Carbon
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Distance Series

Distance FLZ
Combining the compactibility of a 3-section 
Z-Pole with the adjustability of FlickLock®, the 
Distance FLZ is an excellent choice for long 
hikes, steep approaches, stream crossings-or for 
supporting your tarp shelter. Now with improved 
joint support and our new SlideLock technology, 
the Distance FLZ is a three-season pole built for 
the mountains.

FEATURES
– SlideLock technology improves ease-of-use 

when locking your pole
– Improved joint support and stiffness
– Lightweight EVA foam grip and breathable, 

moisture-wicking strap
– Non-slip EVA foam mini-grip extension
– Three-section foldable shaft with speed cone 

deployment and FlickLock® adjustability
– Aluminum construction
– Interchangeable, non-scarring rubber Tech 

Tips and carbide Tech Tips
– Stopper basket with shaft catcher to secure 

folded sections

BD112206           RRP: $229.99

Ice

Women’s Distance FLZ
Our women is specific Z-Pole combines 
soft-to-the-touch contact points with the 
compactibility of a 3-section Z-Pole and the 
adjustability of FlickLock®, making the Distance 
FLZ is an excellent choice for long hikes, steep 
approaches, stream crossings-or for supporting 
your tarp shelter. Now with improved joint 
support and our new SlideLock technology, the 
Women is Distance FLZ is a three-season pole 
built for the mountains.

FEATURES
– SlideLock technology improves ease-of-use 

when locking your pole
– Improved joint support and stiffness
– Lightweight EVA foam grip and breathable, 

moisture-wicking strap
– Non-slip EVA foam mini-grip extension
– Three-section foldable shaft with speed cone 

deployment and FlickLock® adjustability
– Aluminum construction
– Interchangeable, non-scarring rubber Tech 

Tips and carbide Tech Tips
– Stopper basket with shaft catcher to secure 

folded sections

BD112207           RRP: $229.99

Evergreen

TREKKING POLES—DISTANCE SERIES TREKKING POLES

Style # Usable Length Collapsed Length Weight Per Pair Color

Distance Carbon AR NEW BD112516 105-125 cm 41-49 in 38 cm 15 in 380 g 13.4 oz Wasabi

Distance Carbon FLZ BD112204

95-110 cm 37-43 in 32 cm 13 in 332 g 11.7 oz

Ultra Blue105-125 cm 41-49 in 35 cm 14 in 360 g 12.7 oz

120-140 cm 47-55 in 40 cm 15 in 385 g 13.6 oz

Distance Carbon Z  BD112205

100 cm 39 in 33 cm 13 in 273 g 9.7 oz

Ultra Blue
110 cm 43 in 37 cm 14 in 284 g 10.1 oz

120 cm 47 in 40 cm 16 in 300 g 10.6 oz

130 cm 51 in 44 cm 17 in 315 g 11.1 oz

Distance FLZ  BD112206

95-110 cm 37-43 in 33 cm 13  in 415 g 14.6 oz

Ice105-125 cm 41-49 in 36 cm 15 in 445 g 15.7 oz

120-140 cm 47-55 in 41 cm 16 in 475 g 16.7 oz

Women’s Distance FLZ  BD112207
95-110 cm 37-43 in 33 cm 13 in 415 g 14.6 oz

Evergreen
105-125 cm 41-49 in 36 cm 14 in 445 g 15.7 oz
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Alpine Series

Alpine Carbon Z
Our durable, four-season, carbon trekking pole now 
has improved joint support and increased durability, 
making the Alpine Carbon Z-Pole a strong yet 
ultralight pole for mountain missions.

FEATURES
– Improved joint support and stiffness
– More durable with added aluminum ring and 

aluminum sleeve to protect carbon
– Natural cork grip with dual-density top and 

breathable, moisture-wicking strap
– Non-slip EVA foam mini-grip extension
– Three-section foldable shaft with speed-cone 

deployment
– 100% carbon fiber construction
– Flex Tech Tips allow either carbide or rubber tips to 

be used
– Trekking Baskets and Compactor Powder Baskets

BD112202           RRP: $309.99

Alpine FLZ
Durable, packable and highly versatile, the Alpine 
FLZ Pole is now improved with our new SlideLock 
adjustable technology, making it easier to use. We ive 
also increased joint support, making the pole stiffer. 
Adjust the FlickLock® Pro system for a perfect fit and 
transition from summer hikes to winter ski tours by 
simply swapping the baskets.

FEATURES
– SlideLock technology improves ease-of-use when 

locking your pole
– Improved joint support and stiffness
– Natural cork grip with dual-density top and 

breathable, moisture-wicking strap
– Non-slip EVA foam grip extension
– Three-section foldable shaft with speed cone 

deployment and FlickLock® Pro adjustability
– Aluminum construction
– Flex Tech Tips allow either carbide or rubber tips 

to be used
– Trekking Baskets and Compactor powder Baskets

BD112203            RRP: $259.99

Alpine Carbon Cork & 
Women’s Alpine Carbon Cork
A highly versatile, fully adjustable four-season pole built with premium 
materials, the Black Diamond Alpine Carbon Trekking Pole handles alpine 
backpacking routes, mid-winter expeditions and far-flung treks with ease. 
Three 100% carbon fiber shafts offer quick and secure length changes 
thanks to redesigned FlickLock Pro adjustability—which now features a 
more streamlined, aluminum design that’s lighter and easier to use. The 
comfortable wicking cork grip has now been updated with a softer, more 
ergonomic foam grip extension for better comfort, while the new solution 
strap draws inspiration from our harness technology and includes more 
surface area for better security around the wrist when tackling steep 
terrain. A 38mm basket and interchangeable Tech Tips allow you to switch 
between carbide and rubber tips to account for changing trail surfaces.

FEATURES
– Premium cork grip with updated soft-rubber grip top and solution strap 

for better handling and security 
– New FlickLock Pro adjustability—now featuring forged aluminum 

construction that’s lighter and easier to use
– 3-section 100% carbon fiber shaft
– Interchangeable carbide Tech Tips, 38mm Trekking Basket
– Ski compatible ferrule will accept 100mm powder baskets for deep snow

BD112514 - Unisex - Tundra  RRP: $299.99
BD112515 - Women's - Rhone  RRP: $299.99

TREKKING POLES—ALPINE SERIES TREKKING POLES

Style # Usable Length Collapsed Length Weight Per Pair Color

Alpine Carbon Cork NEW BD112514 61-130 cm 24-51 in 61 cm 24 in 486 g 17.1 oz Tundra

Women's Alpine Carbon Cork 
NEW

BD112515 60-125 cm 23-49 in 60 cm 23 in 478 g 16.8 oz Rhone

Alpine Carbon Z  BD112202

100 cm 39 in 34 cm 13.4 in 405 g 14.1 oz

Carbon
110 cm 43 in 37 cm 14.6 in 425 g 15 oz

120 cm 47 in 40 cm 15.7 in 447 g 15.8 oz

130 cm 51 in 44 cm 17.3 in 465 g 1 lb

Alpine FLZ BD112103

95-110 cm 37-43 in 33 cm 13 in 511 g 1.1 lb

Carbon105-125 cm 41-49 in 39 cm 15 in 552 g 1.2 lb

120-140 cm 47-55 in 40 cm 15.7 in 587 g 1.3 lb
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Trail Series

Trail Pro & 
Women's Trail Pro
With a huge range of adjustment with a well-balanced, durable design, 
the Trail Pro is a reliable, high-performance pole for everything from day 
hikes in the Adirondacks to multi-day treks in Nepal. The pole’s redesigned 
FlickLock Pro adjustability is now lighter, stronger, and easier to use, 
while featuring a more durable, forged aluminum construction, making for 
fast, secure and easy adjustments to suit the terrain. This adjustability is 
combined with our new SmashLock quick release technology, which is a 
quick-release mechanism that allows you to quickly deploy the telescoping 
pole and lock it into place with an easy-to-hear click (keep FlickLock Pro 
closed during deployment). Then, with the FlickLock Pro open, swiflty and 
firmly press the tip of the pole into the trail to release the SmashLock for a 
quick collapse. The dual-density grip has been updated with a softer rubber 
and smoother, more comfortable design, while the new solution strap draws 
inspiration from our harness technology and includes more surface area for 
better security around the wrist and better handling when tackling steep 
terrain. Interchangeable carbide tech tips grip a variety of trail surfaces, 
from desert slickrock to tacky dirt.

FEATURES
– SmashLock quick Release technology for quick deployment and 

collapsibility and added durability
– New FlickLock Pro adjustability—now featuring forged aluminum 

construction that’s lighter and easier to use
– Updated soft-rubber grip top with solution strap for added security and 

better handling
– Interchangeable carbide Tech Tips, 38mm Trekking Basket
– Ski compatible ferrule will accept 100mm powder baskets for deep snow

BD112504 - Unisex - Fire Red  RRP: $239.99
BD112505 - Women's - Aegean RRP: $239.99

Trail Pro Shock & 
Women's Trail Pro Shock
Our lightweight trail series trekking pole designed for four-season on-
trail versatility, the Black Diamond Trail Shock Pro features the terrain-
absorbing benefits of our Control Shock Technology, combined with the 
quick deployment and collapsibility of our new SmashLock quick-release 
technology. The SmashLock quick-release mechanism allows you to quick 
deploy the telescoping pole and lock it into place with an easy-to-hear 
click (keep the FlickLock Pro closed during deployment). Then, with the 
FlickLock Pro open, swiftly and firmly press the tip of the pole into the 
trail to release the SmashLock for a quick collapse. The pole’s Control 
Shock is located within the grip and provides progressive four-stage shock 
absorption with smooth rebound control on even the most rugged trails. 
The dual-density grip has been updated with a softer rubber top and 
smoother, more comfortable design, while the new solution strap draws 
inspiration from our harness technology and includes more surface area for 
better security around the wrist and better handling when tackling steep 
terrain. The redesigned FlickLock Pro adjustability is now lighter, stronger, 
and easier to use, while featuring a more durable, aluminum construction. 
Interchangeable carbide tech tips offer secure bite on everything from 
granite slabs to pine duff.

FEATURES
– SmashLock quick Release technology for quick deployment and 

collapsibility and added durability
– New FlickLock Pro adjustability—now featuring aluminum construction 

that’s lighter and easier to use
– Updated soft-rubber grip top with solution strap for added security and 

better handling
– Interchangeable carbide Tech Tips, 38mm Trekking Basket
– Ski compatible ferrule will accept 100mm powder baskets for deep snow

BD112502 - Unisex - Granite  RRP: $249.99
BD112503 - Women's - Alpine Lake RRP: $249.99
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Trail Ergo Cork & 
Women’s Trail Ergo Cork
A versatile lightweight trekker with an ergonomically angled grip that’s 
been updated with a softer, smoother grip top for more comfort. The Trail 
Ergo Cork trekking pole also features a natural cork grip for moisture 
management. Dual FlickLocks offer complete adjustability, while our 
interchangeable carbide Tech Tips are easily swapped for our rubber Tech 
Tips (sold separately) to accommodate different trail surfaces.

FEATURES
– Natural cork grip wicks away sweat with updated soft-rubber grip 

extension and solution strap for added security and better handling
– 15-degree corrective angle for optimal grip position
– Double FlickLock adjustability
– Interchangeable carbide Tech Tips, 38mm Trekking Basket
– Ski compatible ferrule will accept 100mm powder baskets for deep snow

BD112506 - Unisex - Picante  RRP: $199.99
BD112513 - Women's - Alpine Lake RRP: $199.99

Trail &
Women's Trail
From casual weekend jaunts to extended backpacking trips in the 
mountains, the Black Diamond Trail trekking pole expertly balances 
comfort, features and durability. The updated, softer-rubber grip adds 
comfort, while the new solution strap draws inspiration from our harness 
technology and includes more surface area for more security around the 
wrist and better handling when tackling steep terrain. Dual FlickLocks offer 
complete adjustability to suit the terrain, while our interchangeable carbide 
Tech Tips are easily swapped for our rubber Tech Tips (sold separately) to 
accommodate changing trail surfaces.

FEATURES
– Updated soft-rubber grip with solution strap for added security and 

better handling
– Double FlickLocks
– Interchangeable carbide Tech Tips, 38mm Trekking Basket
– Ski compatible ferrule will accept 100mm powder baskets for deep snow

BD112507 - Unisex - Picante  RRP: $169.99
BD112508 - Women's - Alpine Lake RRP: $169.99
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Accessories

Trekking Pole Tip Protector
Our Trekking Pole Tip Protectors add grip, reduce noise and terrain 
scarring while on the trail. Sold in pairs. 

BD112079           RRP: $10.99

Trail Back
A reliable, highly adjustable three-section pole for 
daily hikes and multi-day adventures, the updated 
Trail Back now features an updated grip for added 
comfort and our new solution strap for added 
security and better handling.

FEATURES
– Updated soft-rubber grip with solution strap for 

added security and better handling
– Rubber grip with rib pattern to reduce vibration
– Vari-width nylon webbing strap with woven lining 

for increased comfort
– Non-slip EVA foam grip extension
– Three-section aluminum shaft
– Double FlickLock adjustability
– Long Flex tips
– Includes low profile trekking baskets

BD112509 RRP: $129.99
Picante, Sergeant

Trail Sport 2
Our affordable, entry-level pole with double 
FlickLock adjustability for versatile trail use.

FEATURES
– Rubber grip with rib pattern
– Rubber grip extension
– Vari-width nylon webbing strap
– Two-section aluminum shaft
– Single FlickLock® adjustability
– Long Flex tips with trekking baskets (powder 

baskets sold separately)

BD112189           RRP: $99.99

TREKKING POLES—TRAIL SERIES POLES

Style # Type Usable Length Collapsed Length Weight Per Pair Color

Trail Pro NEW BD112504 Unisex 105-140 cm 41-55 in 65 cm 25 in 530 g 18.6 oz Fire Red

Women's Trail Pro NEW BD112505 Women's 95-125 cm 37-49 in 60 cm 23 in 478 g 16.8 oz Aegean

Trail Pro Shock NEW BD112502 Unisex 105-140 cm 41-55 in 68 cm 26 in 572 g 20.1 oz Granite

Women's Trail Pro Shock NEW BD112503 Women's 95-125 cm 37-49 in 62 cm 25 in 532 g 18.7 oz Alpine Lake

Trail Ergo Cork NEW BD112506 Unisex 69-140 cm 27-55 in 69 cm 27 in 512 g 18.0 oz Picante

Women's Trail Ergo Cork NEW BD112513 Women's 65-125 cm 25-49 in 65 cm 25 in 488 g 17.2 oz Alpine Lake

Trail  NEW BD112507 Unisex 64-140 cm 25-55 in 64 cm 25 in 486 g 17.1 oz Picante

Women's Trail NEW BD112508 Women's 62-125 cm 24-49 in 62 cm 25 in 480 g 16.9 oz Alpine Lake

Trail Back NEW BD112509 Unisex 63-140 cm 24-55 in 63 cm 24 in 600 g 21.1 oz Picante, Sargent

Trail Sport 2  BD112189 Unisex 90-140 cm 35-49 in 80 cm 23 in 566 g 19.9 oz Curry
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Climbing Shoes
Featuring Engineered Knit Technology and a unique molded NeoFriction 

rubber, our climbing shoes are designed to provide unparalleled comfort with 
exceptional performance. 

*Restricted ordering applies for BD rock shoes, due to limited availability Prodeals are strictly limited, please contact us for more info.

Zone Climbing Shoes
The Zone is a two-strap Velcro shoe that combines the award-winning 
comfort and breathability of our Momentum climbing shoes, with the 
high-performance last of our Shadows to create a shoe built for sending 
at the gym or the crag. The Zone’s upper consists of our Engineered Knit 
Technology, which provides stretch where you need it, support where it 
matters and all around exceptional breathability—meaning you can go hard 
at the gym without worrying about your feet overheating. The shoe’s last 
is downturned and based on our aggressive shape, making the Zone adept 
at pulling hard on steep rock or plastic. The Zone’s sticky Fuse rubber is 
molded—inspired by the way we forge our carabiners—and not cut from 
one sheet of rubber. This is our engineered solution to optimize our shoe’s 
rubber and rands for consistency and comfort. The shoe’s vamp area also 
has printed rubber for extra friction while toe-hooking, and the medium-flex 
midsole adds a balance of sensitivity and power. For hard training sessions, 
this is Zone you want to be in.

FEATURES
– Engineered Knit Technology upper provides exceptional breathability 

and comfort
– 4.3mm Fuse rubber is printed and molded for superior grip
– Optimal consistency and performance
– Downturned last for steep pulling
– Minimalist midsole for extra sensitivity on steep terrain
– Two Velcro straps for fit adjustability— one designed extra-wide for 

locking in an aggressive fit
– A regular last for regular to higher-volume feet

BD570114 RRP: $219.99

● ●
Aluminum, Curry

Zone LV Climbing Shoes
The Zone is a two-strap Velcro shoe that combines the award-winning 
comfort and breathability of our Momentum climbing shoes, with the 
high-performance last of our Shadows to create a shoe built for sending 
at the crag or the gym. The Zone’s upper consists of our Engineered Knit 
Technology, which provides stretch where you need it, support where it 
matters and all around exceptional breathability—meaning you can go hard 
at the gym without worrying about your feet overheating. The shoe’s last 
is downturned and based on our aggressive shape, making the Zone adept 
at pulling hard on steep rock or plastic. The Zone’s sticky Fuse rubber is 
molded—inspired by the way we forge our carabiners—and not cut from 
one sheet of rubber. This is our engineered solution to optimize our shoe’s 
rubber and rands for consistency and comfort. The shoe’s vamp area also 
has printed rubber for extra friction while toe-hooking, and the medium-flex 
midsole adds a balance of sensitivity and power. For hard training sessions, 
this is Zone you want to be in.

FEATURES
– Engineered Knit Technology upper provides exceptional breathability 

and comfort
– 4.3mm Fuse rubber is printed and molded for superior grip
– Optimal consistency and performance
– Downturned last for steep pulling
– Minimalist midsole for extra sensitivity on steep terrain
– Two Velcro straps for fit adjustability—one designed extra-wide for 

locking in an aggressive fit
– *LV= a narrow last for low volume feet

BD570113 R RRP: $219.99

● ●
Seagrass, Octane
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Momentum - Men’s
While the Momentum climbing shoe was built with ultimate comfort 
in mind it excels in performance. With Engineered Knit Technology 
for exceptional breathability and innovative NeoFriction rubber, 
the Momentum is the perfect entry-level climbing shoe for all day 
comfort at the gym or crag. 

FEATURES
– Neutral, flat last for vertical climbing and all-day comfort
– Engineered Knit Technology upper provides exceptional 

breathability and comfort
– 4.3mm NeoFriction rubber is built for durability and molded 

for optimal consistency and performance
– Soft flex midsole for added sensitivity and comfort
– Two Velcro straps for fit adjustability

BD570101           RRP: $159.99
Ash

Momentum - Women’s
Designed specifically for a woman’s foot, the Women’s Momentum 
climbing shoe was built with ultimate comfort in mind, but excels 
in performance. With Engineered Knit Technology for exceptional 
breathability, and innovative NeoFriction rubber, the Momentum is 
the perfect entry-level climbing shoe for all day comfort at the gym 
or crag. 

FEATURES
– Neutral, flat last for vertical climbing and all-day comfort
– Women’s specific last provides customized fit
– Engineered Knit Technology upper provides exceptional 

breathability and comfort
– 4.3mm NeoFriction rubber is built for durability and molded 

for optimal consistency and performance
– Soft-flex midsole for added sensitivity and all day comfort
– Two Velcro straps for fit adjustability

BD570106           RRP: $159.99
Merlot

CLIMBING SHOES

Style # Type Last Size Range Color Materials

Zone
NEW

BD570114 Unisex Aggressive 4-13 (Half Sizes) Aluminum, Curry
Engineered Knit upper, knitted tongue, Fuse rubber, 

velcro straps

Zone LV
NEW

BD570114 Unisex Aggressive 4-13 (Half Sizes) Seagrass, Octane
Engineered Knit upper, knitted tongue, Fuse rubber, 

velcro straps

Momentum BD570101 Men’s Neutral
5-15 

(half sizes except no 14.5)
Blue Ash, Ash, Slate, Curry

Knitted upper, knitted tongue, molded rubber, 
velcro straps

Momentum 
- Women's

BD570106 Women's Neutral 5-10.5  
(half sizes) Ash, Merlot, Blue Steel, Aluminum

Knitted upper, knitted tongue, molded rubber, 
velcro straps
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Ropes
By balancing durability with smooth handling, we’ve created a premium line of 

ropes that can take you from the gym all the way into the alpine.

9.4
The perfect balance between lightweight 
performance and durability, the Black Diamond 
9.4 is the ideal rope for rock climbers who 
demand high performance day after day. 

FEATURES
– 2X2 Woven Sheath—Utilizing a 2X2 weave 

construction, our standard sheath is built to 
withstand everyday use

– Durability and Handling Balance—Purpose-
built to balance both durability and great 
handling, our ropes are not too stiff and not 
too soft, giving you a great feeling rope that 
knots easily, feeds through your belay device 
with ease, yet holds up to a barrage of use

BD323021

9.4 - 60m - Gold           RRP: $319.99
9.4 - 70m - Gold           RRP: $359.99

9.9
Built to withstand heavy-use, the Black Diamond 
9.9 is a burly cord for year-round rock climbing. 
Whether you’re roping up in the desert or tying 
in at your favorite summer sport crag, the 9.9 
can handle it. 

FEATURES
– 2X2 Woven Sheath—Utilizing a 2X2 weave 

construction, our standard sheath is built to 
withstand everyday use

– Durability and Handling Balance—Purpose-
built to balance both durability and great 
handling, our ropes are not too stiff and not 
too soft, giving you a great feeling rope that 
knots easily, feeds through your belay device 
with ease, yet holds up to a barrage of use

BD323040

9.9 - 40 m - Dual Blue           RRP: $214.99 
9.9 - 60 m - Dual Blue           RRP: $324.99

10.2
A burly cord ideal for big routes, the Black 
Diamond 10.2 sports a robust diameter that’s 
built to withstand a barrage of use. 

FEATURES
– 1X1 Woven Sheath—Utilizing a 1X1 weave 

construction, this sheath is abrasion resistant 
and ultra durable

– Durability and Handling Balance—Purpose-
built to balance both durability and great 
handling, our ropes are not too stiff and not 
too soft, giving you a great feeling rope that 
knots easily, feeds through your belay device 
with ease, yet holds up to a barrage of use

BD323043

10.2 - 60m - Tri Blue           RRP: $359.99

I'm always skeptical about new 
ropes. I think that it's warranted 
because they are literally the life-
line in climbing. The new BD ropes 
have quickly erased all potential for 
doubt. Solid feel, great durability, and 
easy to handle.
— CARLO TRAVERSI

60

ROPES

Style Number Length Treatment Sheath Weave Type
Weight per Meter 

(grams/meter) # of factor Falls Color

9.4 BD323021
60m 
70m

Non-Dry 2/2 SINGLE 58 5-7
Gold 
Gold

9.9 BD323040
40m 
60m

Non-Dry 2/2 SINGLE 64 6
Dual Blue 
Dual Blue

10.2 BD323043 60m Non-Dry 1/1 SINGLE 66 5 Tri Blue

Harnesses
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Harnesses
A secure, durable and functional harness is an absolute must—which is why 

they have been an integral part of BD for more than 25 years.

Solution Guide - Women’s
Featuring a women’s specific rise and fit and 
designed for all-day trad cragging or big multi-pitch 
projects, the Solution Guide is a true workhorse 
harness. Built with ultra-tough Super Fabric®, the 
Solution Guide combines uncompromised comfort 
with durable construction to create a genuine trad 
climbing machine.

FEATURES
– Women’s specific rise and fit
– Ultra-durable construction built with Super 

Fabric®

– Lightweight waistbelt and leg loops with Fusion 
Comfort Technology™

– Contoured fit for superior comfort and range of 
motion

– Fixed leg loops
– Four pressure-molded gear loops
– Fifth gear loop for extra kit
– Adjustable releasable elastic risers

BD651094 RRP: $169.99

Coral

Solution Guide - Men’s
Whether you’re in the Valley making a free bid on the Captain, or pounding 
out pitch after pitch at the Creek, the Solution Guide is purpose built for 
trad climbing. By utilizing an ultra-durable construction consisting of Super 
Fabric®—an abrasion resistant fabric that’s infused with tiny guard plates—
the Solution Guide can withstand day after day of rugged use. The durability 
is matched with uncompromised comfort, which is a result of a contoured 
fit and our Fusion Comfort Technology, which introduces three separate 
strands of low-profile webbing in both the fixed leg loops and waist to create 
superior load distribution while reducing pressure on sensitive points. With 
four pressure molded gear loops and a fifth gear loop for your extra kit, the 
Solution Guide is the ultimate trad climbing workhorse.

FEATURES
– Ultra-durable construction built with Super Fabric®

– Lightweight waistbelt and leg loops with Fusion Comfort Technology™
– Contoured fit for superior comfort and range of motion
– Fixed leg loops
– Four pressure-molded gear loops
– Fifth gear loop for extra kit
– Adjustable releasable elastic risers

BD651093  RRP: $169.99
Alloy
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Solution - Men’s
Our purpose-built sport climber’s harness, the Solution features 
Fusion Comfort Technology and a durable, contoured design for 
superior fit on redpoint burns and marathon belays. 

FEATURES
– Lightweight waistbelt with Fusion Comfort Technology™

– Contoured fit for superior comfort and range of motion
– Four pressure-molded gear loops
– Adjustable, releasable elastic risers 
– Primary fabric is bluesign approved

BD651082           RRP: $129.99

●
Ultra Blue

Solution - Women’s
Our purpose-built sport climber’s harness, the Women’s Solution 
features Fusion Comfort Technology, a women’s specific rise and 
fit that will form to your body and a durable, contoured design for 
redpoint burns and marathon belays. 

FEATURES
– Lightweight waistbelt with Fusion Comfort Technology™

– Women’s-specific rise and fit 
– Four pressure-molded gear loops
– Adjustable, releasable elastic risers
– Primary fabric is bluesign approved

BD651083           RRP: $129.99

●
Octane

**All Harnesses UIAA and CE certified

Sport

Zone - Men's
Built for routes that require maximum focus and 
minimum weight, the Zone is the ultimate sport 
climbing workhorse. 

BD651085           RRP: $139.99

Curry

Zone - Women's
Specifically designed for the shape and rise of a 
woman’s body, the Zone brings the comfort and 
performance needed to send the sport project. 

BD651086           RRP: $139.99

Dark Caspian
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Specialty

Technician  
- Men's
A four-season workhorse for any climb on your 
hit list, the Technician features adjustable leg 
loops and offers durable performance for those 
with a passion for all things vertical. 

BD651091           RRP: $159.99

Denim

Technician  
- Women's
A four-season workhorse for any climb 
on your hit list, the Technician features 
adjustable leg loops and offers durable 
performance for those with a passion for 
all things vertical. 

BD651092           RRP: $159.99

Rhone

Big Gun
Built to provide maximum function on the big 
walls of the world, the Big Gun is our ultra-
comfortable wall harness with extra padding, 
two belay loops and seven customizable gear 
loops for epic belays and marathon aid pitches. 

BD651030           RRP: $229.99

Tequila Gold

Couloir
Ultralight, extremely packable and built 
with our low-profile Fusion Comfort 
Technology, the Couloir is the harness 
of choice for mountaineers and skiers 
on steep snow climbs, short rappels and 
technical glacier travel. 

BD651084           RRP: $109.99

Ultra Blue

HARNESSES—SPORT

Style # Type Size Waist Legs Weight Color Materials

Solution 
Guide - 
Men's
NEW

BD651093 Men’s

XS 61-69 cm 24-27 in 43-48 cm 17-19 in

Alloy
Super FabricTM, Small Diameter 

Spacer Mesh

S 69-76 cm 27-30 in 48-53 cm 19-21 in

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 53-58 cm 21-23 in 394 g 14 oz

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 58-63 cm 23-25 in

XL 91-99 cm 36-39 in 64-69 cm 25-27 in

Solution 
Guide - 
Women's
NEW

BD651094 Women's

XS 66-74 cm 26-29 in 46-51 cm 18-20 in

Coral
Super FabricTM, Small Diameter 

Spacer Mesh

S 71-79 cm 28-31 in 51-56 cm 20-22 in

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 56-61 cm 22-24 in 362 g 13 oz

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 61-66 cm 24-26 in

Solution - 
Men’s

BD651082 Men’s

XS 61-69 cm 24-27 in 43-48 cm 17-19 in

Slate, Ultra Blue
Four-way nylon stretch woven, 

3D AirMesh

S 69-76 cm 27-30 in 48-53 cm 19-21 in

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 53-58 cm 21-23 in 330 g 11 oz

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 58-63 cm 23-25 in

XL 91-99 cm 36-39 in 64-69 cm 25-27 in

Solution - 
Women’s

BD651083 Women’s

XS 66-74 cm 26-29 in 46-51 cm 18-20 in

Octane, Nickel
Four-way nylon stretch woven, 

3D AirMesh

S 71-79 cm 28-31 in 51-56 cm 20-22 in

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 56-61 cm 22-24 in 330 g 11 oz

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 61-66 cm 24-26 in

Zone - 
Men's

BD651085 Men's

S 69-76 cm 27-30 in 48-53 cm 19-21 in

Curry
Four-way nylon stretch woven, 

3D AirMesh

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 53-58 cm 21-23 in 307 g 10.8 oz

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 58-63 cm 23-25 in

XL 91-99 cm 36-39 in 64-69 cm 25-27 in

Zone - 
Women's

BD651086 Women's

XS 66-74 cm 26-29 in 46-51 cm 18-20 in

Dark Caspian
Four-way nylon stretch woven, 

3D AirMesh

S 71-79 cm 28-31 in 51-56 cm 20-22 in

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 56-61 cm 22-24 in 290 g 10.2 oz

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 61-66 cm 24-26 in
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All-Around

Momentum - Men’s
Our most popular choice for all-around use, the Momentum Harness features 
four gear loops, trakFIT- adjustable leg loops and an ultra-comfortable 
waistbelt. 

FEATURES
– Pre-threaded Speed Adjust waistbelt buckle
– Bullhorn-shaped waistbelt built using Dual Core Construction™

– trakFIT™ adjustment for easy leg loop customization
– Adjustable rear elastic riser
– Four pressure-molded gear loops
– Haul loop

BD651075           RRP: $94.99

●
Slate

Momentum - Women’s
Our most popular harness for all-around use, the Women's Momentum features 
a super-comfortable waistbelt and easy-to-use trakFIT leg-loop adjustments, 
with a women’s specific rise. 

FEATURES
– Pre-threaded Speed Adjust waistbelt buckle
– Bullhorn-shaped waistbelt built using Dual Core Construction™

– trakFIT™ adjustment for easy leg loop customization
– Adjustable rear elastic riser
– Four pressure-molded gear loops
– Haul loop 
– Women’s-specific rise

BD651076           RRP: $94.99

●
Caspian

HARNESSES—SPECIALTY

Style # Type Size Waist Legs Weight Color Materials

Technician - Men's 
BD651091 Men's

S 69-76 cm 27-30 in 48-53 cm 19-21 in

Denim
305d polyester ball 

shadow, PY Spacermesh

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 53-58 cm 21-23 in 376 g 13.3 oz

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 58-63 cm 23-25 in

XL 91-99 cm 36-39 in 64-69 cm 25-27 in

Technician - Women's BD651092 Women's

XS 66-74 cm 26-29 in 46-51 cm 18-20 in

Rhone
305d polyester ball 

shadow, PY Spacermesh

S 71-79 cm 28-31 in 51-56 cm 20-22 in 376 g 13.3 oz

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 56-61 cm 22-24 in

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 61-66 cm 24-26 in

Big Gun  BD651030 Unisex

S 69-76 cm 27-30 in 46-56 cm 18-22 in

Tequila 
Gold

420d nylon twill + 420d 
nylon oxford, four-way 

nylon stretch woven

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 51-61 cm 20-24 in 660 g 1 lb 7 oz

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 56-66 cm 22-26 in

XL 91-99 cm 36-39 in 61-71 cm 24-28 in

Couloir BD651084 Unisex

XS/S 61-76 cm 24-30 in 43-51 cm 17-20 in

Ultra

Blue

210d nylon Mini 
Diamond ripstop, nylon 

webbing

S/M 69-84 cm 27-33 in 48-61 cm 19-24 in 215 g 7.5 oz

M/L 76-91 cm 30-36 in 53-66 cm 21-26 in

L/XL 84-99 cm 33-39 in 58-69 cm 23-27 in

XL/XXL 91-112 cm 36-44 in 64-86 cm 25-34 in
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Continued next page

Momentum DS
With maximum adjustability and range of fit, 
the redesigned Momentum DS is our most 
versatile, entry-level harness for everything 
from gym belays to moderate alpine ascents. 

BD651065           RRP: $129.99

Smoke

Momentum - Kids’
Our premier kids’ harness built with the same features and 
technology as our adult models, the Momentum Kids’ is 
designed for aspiring crushers. 

FEATURES
– Pre-threaded Speed Adjust waistbelt buckle
– Bullhorn-shaped waistbelt built using Dual Core 

Construction™

– trakFIT™ adjustment for easy leg loop customization
– Adjustable rear elastic riser
– Four pressure-molded gear loops
– Haul loop 
– Women’s-specific rise

BD651077           RRP: $79.99

■ ■
Saltwater, Kingfisher

Momentum - Kids’ 
Full Body
Maximizing safety and comfort for the 
next generation. 

BD651089           RRP: $119.99

Octane

Bod
Provides the essentials for all vertical 
adventures. 

BD650020           RRP: $99.99

Black

HARNESSES—ALL-AROUND SERIES HARNESSES

Style # Type Size Waist Legs Weight Color Materials

Momentum - 
Men’s

BD651075 Men’s

XS 61-69 cm 24-27 in 43-53 cm 17-21 in

Verde, Slate
Nylon 420D  

BF Oxford + 200 D polyester 
mesh

S 69-76 cm 27-30 in 46-56 cm 18-22 in

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 51-61 cm 20-24 in 350 g 12 oz

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 56-66 cm 22-26 in

XL 91-99 cm 36-39 in 61-71 cm 24-28 in

XXL 100-114 cm 40-45 in 66-76 cm 26-30 in

Momentum - 
Women’s

BD651076 Women’s

XS 61-69 cm 24-27 in 43-53 cm 17-21 in

Stone Blue, 
Caspian

Nylon 420D  
BF Oxford + 200 D polyester 

mesh

S 69-76 cm 27-30 in 48-58 cm 19-23 in

M 76-84 cm 30-33 in 53-63 cm 21-25 in 350 g 12 oz

L 84-91 cm 33-36 in 61-71 cm 24-28 in

Momentum - 
Kid’s

BD651077 Kids’ One size 56–71 cm 22–28 in 41-51 cm 16-20 in 240 g 8.5 oz
Kingfisher, Salt 

Water

Nylon 420D  
BF Oxford + 200 D polyester 

mesh

Vario Speed Harness
Our simple and secure, one-size-fits-all harness 
has been revamped to include color-coded 
webbing for ease of use while putting on.

BD650075 RRP: $99.99

Kingfisher

Vario Chest
A simple chest harness for upright stability, now 
updated with color coordinated webbing for ease 
of use while putting on.

BD650074 RRP: $74.99

Black
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HARNESSES—ALL-AROUND SERIES HARNESSES

Style # Type Size Waist Legs Weight Color Materials

Momentum - 
Kid's Full Body

BD651089 Kids’ One size 35-65 cm 14-26 in
51 cm 
Max

20 in 
Max 314 g 11.1 oz Octane/Slate

Nylon 420D  
BF Oxford + 200 D 

polyester mesh

Momentum DS  BD651065
Men’s

XXS 56-78 cm 22-31 in 41-53 cm 16-21 in

Smoke
210d nylon twill + 150d 
polyester mesh, four-

way nylon knit
XS–M 66-89 cm 26-35 in 46-61 cm 18-24 in

L–XL 76-107 cm 30-42 in 53-69 cm 21-27 in 400 g 14 oz

Bod  BD650020 Unisex

XS 58-68 cm 23-27 in 41-51 cm 16-20 in

Black
Nylon webbing, 
polyester fleece

S 66-76 cm 26-30 in 46-56 cm 18-22 in

M 74-84 cm 29-33 in 51-61 cm 20-24 in 495 g 1 lb 1 oz

L 81-89 cm 32-36 in 56-66 cm 22-26 in

XL 89-99 cm 35-39 in 61-71 cm 24-28 in

Vario Speed BD650075 Sit One size 58-107 cm 23-42 in 43-71 cm 17-28 in 412 g 14.5 oz Kingfisher Poly

Vario Chest BD650074 Chest One size
Fits chest 

sizes

61-117cm

Fits chest 
sizes 

24-46 in
n/a n/a 338 g 11.9 oz Black Poly

BD ATHLETE ALEX HONNOLD

BD ATHLETE TIM KEMPLE

VERDON GORGE, FRANCE
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Helmets
Our helmets provide reliable protection for everything from fast-

and-light alpine blitzes to month-long cragging road trips.

**All Helmets UIAA and CE certified (except for Vapor which is just CE certified)

Half Dome
The Half Dome has long been a staple for climbers 
worldwide. Now redesigned, the helmet features 
a new lower profile suspension system with a one-
handed dial combined with streamlined headlamp 
clips for added comfort and simplicity. Finally, 
an updated chin strap adds more efficiency and 
security while on the rock.

FEATURES
– Co-molded EPS foam with low-profile 

polycarbonate shell
– Updated, low-profile suspension system
– Streamlined, lightweight headlamp clips
– One-handed fit adjustment dial
– Easily adjustable chin strap

BD620209 RRP: $89.99

● ● ● ●
BD Orange, Denim, Rain, Slate
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Vector
Combining lightweight protection, excellent ventilation, a striking 
design and “barely there” comfort, the Vector represents the 
evolution of climbing helmet design.

BD620213           RRP: $149.99

■ ■ ■
Black, Orange, Ultra Blue

Vector - Women’s
Combining lightweight protection, excellent ventilation, a striking 
feminine design and “barely there” comfort, the Women’s Vector 
represents the evolution of climbing helmet design. 

BD620214           RRP: $149.99

■
Glacier Blue

Vapor
Weighing just 188 grams and featuring massive 
ventilation ports and a highly adjustable padded 
suspension system, the Vapor is the lightest, most 
comfortable and most breathable climbing helmet 
we’ve ever made. 

BD620215           RRP: $199.99

■ ■ ■
Blizzard, Fire Red, Steel Grey

Helmets

FRANCOIS LEBEAU

Half Dome - Women’s
The tried-and-true construction of our classic Half Dome helmet, now with a 
women’s-specific design and improved design benefits. 

FEATURES
– Co-molded EPS foam with low-profile polycarbonate shell
– Ponytail-friendly shell design
– Lightweight headlamp clips
– One-handed fit adjustment dial
– Easily adjustable chin strap

BD620208           RRP: $89.99

■
Caspian

HELMETS

Style # Size Size Range Weight Color

Half Dome  
NEW

BD620209
S/M 50-58 cm 19.7-23 in 330 g 11.6 oz

BD Orange, Denim, Glacier, Slate
M/L 56-63 cm 22-25 in 350 g 12.3 oz

Half Dome - Women's BD620208 One size 50-58 cm 20.5-22.8 in 330 g 11.6 oz Aluminum, Caspian

Vapor  BD620215
S/M 53-59 cm 21-23 in 188 g 6.6 oz Blizzard, Fire Red, Steel Gray,  

Envy GreenM/L 58-63 cm 23-25 in 199 g 7 oz

Vector  BD620213
S/M 53-59 cm 21-23 in 230 g 8.1 oz Black, Blizzard, Orange,  

Ultra BlueM/L 58-63 cm 23-25 in 245 g 8.6 oz

Vector—Women’s  BD620214 One size 53-59 cm 21-23 in 230 g 8.1 oz Ice/Dawn, Glacier Blue
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Climbing Packs
Built with sleek, streamlined designs, and intelligent feature 

sets, our packs allow for maximum comfort and true freedom of 
movement.

Stone 45
A streamlined climbing rucksack for day-in/day-out cragging 
performance, the Stone 45 Pack provides hassle-free access and a 
super-comfortable carry. 

BD681157           RRP: $289.99

■
Black

Stone Duffel 42
A clean and simple duffel-style cragging pack that zips wide open 
for easy access, the Stone 42 Duffel also includes a removable rope 
tarp to keep your cord out of the dirt. 

BD681158           RRP: $149.99

● ■
Nickel, Black

Mission 75L- Updated
Our durable top-loading alpine pack engineered for everything from summer alpine 
cragging to gear-intensive winter expeditions, the Mission gets your gear to the base in 
comfort. With four sizes, the Mission is capable of taking on any expedition.

FEATURES
– SwingArm™ shoulder straps and thermoformed backpanel
– Top-loading, with removable lid, drawcord skirt closure and tuck-away rope strap
– Ice-tool PickPockets™ and crampon pouch
– Strippable design: removable hipbelt with fixed webbing belt and removable 

framesheet
– Hydration compatible

BD681185           RRP: $449.99

Cobalt Black
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Pipe Dream 45
Purpose built for the crag, the Pipe Dream 45 Pack carries your 
entire kit, gives you a place to spread out your gear and provides a 
comfortable spot to chill between burns. 

BD681159           RRP: $259.99

Black

CHRISTIAN ADAM

Creek
A cavernous top-loader ideal for gear-intensive cragging sessions, 
the Creek packs are inspired by our haul bags and built with easy 
access and unparalleled durability in mind. 
The Creek can handle any mission you take on. 

BD681160 - 50L           RRP: $299.99

Black

PACKS

Style # Type Size Volume Average Stock Weight Materials Color

Mission 75 BD681185 Unisex

S/M 75 L 4,577 cu in 1.63 kg 3 lb 9 oz

420d main, 420d abrasion Cobalt Black

M/L 77 L 4,699 cu in 1.65 kg 3 lb 10 oz

Stone 45  BD681157 Unisex

S/M 43 L 2624 cu in

1452 g 3 lb 3 oz

840D nylon and 1260D ballistic nylon

Black

Nickel
M/L 45 L 2746 cu in

Stone Duffel 42 BD681158 Unisex

S/M 43 L 2624 cu in

1146 g 2 lb 8 oz
Black

Nickel
M/L 45 L 2746 cu in

Pipe Dream 45 BD681159 Unisex One size 45 L 2746 cu in 1810 g 4 lb Black

Creek 50  BD681160 Unisex

S/M 48 L 2929 cu in

2004 g 4 lb 7 oz 1200D polyester with TPU coating Black

M/L 50 L 3051 cu in
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Bouldering
Whether you’re scouring the forest for new projects or calling in 
favors for some pad-posse highballing, our bouldering pads are 

essential components for the blocs.
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Mondo
The redesigned Mondo Pad features improved 
buckles that are more durable and easier to use, 
a new suspension system that adds comfort 
while carrying, and new squared corners that 
provide optimal coverage when paired with other 
pads–ensuring that the Mondo remains king of 
highball bouldering pads.

FEATURES
– Clean, three-strap closure with improved 

buckles
– New suspension system for better transport
– Closed-cell PE foam layup on top, high-

compression PU foam on bottom
– Hinge-style fold for compact and easy 

transport
– Padded shoulder straps and waistbelt
– Four corner grab handles and two shoulder 

webbings for easy pad shuffling
– PU-coated 1000d Nylon on top, the sides, and 

harness-side of bottom for abrasion and water 
resistance

– Rubber coated bottom fabric on non-harness 
side for better grip on slippery surfaces

 - 112x165x12.5 cm

BD550803 RRP: $699.99

Tri-Red

Drop Zone
Our redesigned, do-it-all Drop Zone now has 
improved buckles for durability and ease of use, 
a new suspension system for better transport, 
redesigned square corners for better coverage 
when paired with other pads, and updated 
graphics, while maintaining its premium foam 
layup, taco-fold design and elastic flap for 
storing your shoes, chalk and essentials.

FEATURES
– Closed-cell PE foam layup on top, high-

compression PU foam on bottom
– Taco-style fold for a continuous landing 

surface
– Improved buckles on quick-closure elastic 

mesh flap, which stores gear inside the pad
– Updated suspension for better transport with 

shoulder straps, waistbelt and two side grab 
handles

– PU-coated 1000d Nylon on top, sides and 
bottom for abrasion and water resistance

- 104x122x9 cm 

BD550808 RRP: $449.99

Tri-Blue

Impact
Our simple, all-around pad for day-to-day use 
is now updated with improved buckles, a new 
suspension system for better transport and 
square corners for optimal coverage when 
pairing with other pads.

FEATURES
– Improved easy-hooking buckles on clean, 

three-strap closure
– Updated suspension for better transport with 

shoulder straps, waistbelt and two side grab 
handles 

– Closed-cell PE foam layup on top, high-
compression PU foam on bottom

– Hinge-style fold for compact and easy 
transport

– PU-coated 600d ripstop polyester on top, 
sides and bottom for abrasion and water 
resistance

- 100x114x10 cm

BD550818  RRP: $349.99

Tri-Green

BOULDERING—CRASHPADS 

Style # Dimensions Weight Color

Mondo NEW BD550803 112 x 165 x 12.5 cm 44 x 65 x 5 in 9.25 kg 20 lb 6 oz Tri-Red

Drop Zone NEW BD550808 104 x 122 x 9 cm 41 x 48 x 3.5 in 4.75 kg 9 lb 8 oz Tri-Blue

Impact NEW BD550818 100 x 114 x 10 cm 39 x 45 x 4 in 4.33 kg 9 lb 8 oz Tri-Green
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10 g

PUREGOLD 
100% UpsaliteChalk Enhancer 

5 g

PUREGOLD 
100% UpsaliteChalk Enhancer 

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PURE GOLD100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 1 g

PUREGOLD
100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 
 20 - 1g Packets PURE GOLD

100% Upsalite Chalk Enhancer 

1 g

Upsalite

noun
1. An anhydrous form of magnesium carbonate that absorbs 10 times more 

moisture that other compounds, BD’s revolutionary Upsalite chalk is scientifically 
engineered to enhance your grip. 

Engineered Chalk

Black Gold
Black Gold Chalk is scientifically engineered 
to enhance your grip. By combining our classic 
White Gold, the most trusted chalk on the 
market, with 10% Pure Gold—a concentrated 
form of hyper-absorbent Upsalite—we’ve 
created Black Gold, an additive-free blend of 
chalk with TWICE the absorption of regular 
chalk.

FEATURES
– Absorbs twice the moisture than regular chalk
– Scientifically engineered to enhance your grip

BD550481 - 30g RRP: $6.99
BD550482 - 100g RRP: $19.99
BD550483 - 200g RRP: $34.99
BD550484 - 300g RRP: $49.99

Pure Gold
Featuring a concentrated formula of Upsalite—a 
scientifically engineered form of magnesium 
carbonate that absorbs 10 times more moisture 
than regular chalk—Pure Gold is an additive-free 
chalk that will enhance your grip. Mix it with 
loose chalk to customize your blend or used as a 
pre-coat to optimize your grip.

FEATURES
– Pure Gold absorbs 10 times more moisture 

than your standard chalk
– Scientifically engineered to enhance your grip
– Pure Gold can be mixed with other chalk
– Comes in single serving - perfect for adding to 

any chalk bag’s worth of chalk

BD550485 - 5g RRP: $4.99
BD550486 - 10g RRP: $9.99

e

CLIMBING ACCESSORIES—CHALK

Style # Size

Black Gold Chalk

BD550481 30 g

BD550482 100 g

BD550483 200 g

BD550484 300 g

Pure Gold Chalk
BD550486 5 g packages sold in boxes of 18 pieces

BD550487 10 g packages sold in boxes of 18 pieces
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SKIN MAINTENANCE KIT

From chalk bags to belay gloves, our collection of climbing 
essentials features all the necessary additions to round 

out your climbing kit.

Climbing Accessories

BD Bouldering Brush
Featuring an ergonomic handle that provides hand clearance as well as 
a tapered head and bristles to reach those hard to access holds, the BD 
Boars’ Hair brush keeps your project clean for the next burn.

FEATURES
– Tapered head and bristles allow for better access to constrictions
– Functional handle allows for easy cleaning without knuckle bashing
– Sized to fit perfectly in brush holder of Mondo Chalk Pot

BD550851 - Medium RRP: $17.99
BD550852 - Small  RRP: $14.99

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Black, Gray, Green, Red, Blue, Orange

Skin Maintenance Kit
Your skin is literally what holds you on the rock, so it’s no wonder why we 
as climbers need to constantly maintain a fine-tuned “manicure.” The Black 
Diamond Skin Maintenance Kit has everything you need to repair your 
fingers at the crag, and to doctor up those flappers and calluses after a hard 
day of cragging. Inside you’ll find a set of nail clippers, which are straight-
angled for trimming skin, a roll of 1 ½” inch climbing tape, a roll of 1 ½” split 
roll tape for more accurate taping, and a sanding block. All of this comes 
housed in a travel tote that fits easily in your crag pack.

FEATURES
– Nail clippers
– 1 ½” tape
– 1 ½” spilt roll tape—pre-split to 1” and 1/2”
– Sanding block
– Portable carry kit

BD550517 - Skin Maintenance Kit RRP:  $34.99
BD550521 - Tape Roll - Full  RRP: $6.99
BD550522 - Tape Roll - Split  RRP: $6.99
BD550524 - Nail Clippers  RRP: $12.99
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Gym Chalk Bag
Designed with the gym climber in mind, the Gym Chalk Bag has an 
integrated, refillable chalk ball, a slot for your lead cert tag, a brush 
holder and can clip directly to your harness. 

FEATURES
– Integrated, refillable chalk ball
– Comes with chalk bag belt and can clip directly 
 to your harness
– Slot for lead certification tag
– Brush holder

BD630139

Small/Medium:           RRP: $49.99

■ ■
Rhone, Dark Caspian

Medium/Large:           RRP: $49.99

■ ■
Smoke, Curry

Mojo
Our traditional, no-frills chalk bag with a cinch closure and buckled 
webbing belt. 

BD630135           RRP: $22.99

■ ■ ■
Caspian, Black, Denim

Mojo Zip
Our traditional chalk bag, outfitted with a zippered pocket for 
your phone, keys or other essentials. 

BD630136           RRP: $26.99

■ ■ ■
Ochre, Black, Denim

Mondo Chalk Pot
For serious sessions in the blocs, the Mondo Chalk Pot is the stable, 
cavernous solution for projects that require high friction. 

BD630145           RRP: $44.99

Blue, Repo
BD ATHLETE ALEX HONNOLD

ANDY EARL

VIRGIN RIVER GORGE, AZ
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Super Chute Rope Bag
A unique funnel design makes the Super 
Chute Rope Bag extremely quick to pack, 
so you can spend less time dealing with 
ropes and more time climbing. 

BD359998           RRP: $79.99

● ■
Adriatic, Black

Gym 30
The durable, heavy projecting gym bag 
that carries your cord, shoes, harness and 
belay glasses. 

BD630147           RRP: $89.99

Link Personal Anchors
A durable personal anchor system with 
color-coded base and end loops for clip-in 
and tie-in identification, the Link provides 
a secure connection between you and the 
rock. 

BD630151           RRP: $79.99

**Link Personal Anchor UIAA and CE 
Certified to 22kN

Forearm Trainer
For warm-up or travel between sessions. 

BD800150           RRP: $12.99

Blue

JiveWires
Brightly colored plastic accessory 
carabiners. 

BD800190 - Small           RRP: $3.99
BD800195 - Large           RRP: $4.99

Microns
Attractive, metal accessory carabiners. 

BD800200 - Small           RRP: $5.99
BD800205 - Large           RRP: $6.99

CLIMBING ACCESSORIES—ROPE BAGS

Style # Volume Average Stock Weight Color

Super Chute Rope Bag BD359998 25 L 1,525 cu in 490 g 1 lb 1 oz Black, Adriatic

Gym 35 BD630148 35 L 2,136 cu in 775 g 1 lb 11 oz Black

CLIMBING ACCESSORIES—MISCELLANEOUS

Style # Size Weight Color

Link Personal Anchor BD630151 50 g 1.76 oz Red/White/Black

Forearm Trainer  BD800150 112 g 4 oz Blue

JiveWires  
BD800190 S 5 g 0.2 oz

Assorted
BD800195 L 10 g 0.4 oz

Microns  
BD800200 S 22 g 0.8 oz

Assorted
BD800205 L 27 g 1.0 oz

CLIMBING ACCESSORIES —PERSONAL ANCHORS & CHALK BAGS

Style # Size Weight Color

Gym Chalk Bag BD630139
S/M 83 g 2.93 oz

Rhone, Smoke, Dark Caspian, Curry
M/L 83 g 2.93 oz

Mojo BD630135
S/M 80 g 2.82 oz

Black 
Caspian 
Denim

M/L 82 g 2.89 oz

Mojo-10 pack BD630143

Mojo Zip BD630136
S/M 84 g 2.96 oz

Black 
Denim

M/L 90 g 3.17 oz

Mojo Zip-10 pack BD630144

Mondo Chalk Pot BD630145 One Size 177 g 6.24 oz Blue, Repo
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Belay & Rappel Devices
We continue to design and innovate lightweight, dependable 

belay and rappel solutions, which is why BD devices have 
remained essential tools for every climber. 

**All Belay and Rappel Devices UIAA certified

ATC-Alpine Guide
A more compact, lighter version of our versatile ATC-Guide, the ATC-Alpine 
Guide is built for smash and grab ascents in the mountains. At just 73 grams, 
this featherweight belay/rappel device is optimized for ropes between 8.1 
and 8.5 millimeters in diameter yet works with ropes from 6.9 to 9mm. The 
oval-ized anchor-hole allows for easy feeding and pulling of rope, and the 
device’s guide mode lets you belay one or two seconding climbers off an 
anchor. Multiple friction modes provide the optimal amount of stopping 
power when lowering or rappelling.

FEATURES
– Ultralight and compact at 73 grams
– Multiple friction modes for belay and rappel
– Auto-block release hole accepts small carabiners
– Durable cable holds its shape and resists getting caught up between 

ropes
– Guide mode works with one or two climbers ascending and descending
– Dependable and smooth operation in all conditions, handling ropes from 

6.9 to 9mm

BD620047 RRP: $44.99

Envy Green

ATC-Guide
Our most versatile belay/rappel device, the Black Diamond ATC-Guide is 
now 10% lighter and features improved handling in guide mode. With an 
oval-ized anchor-hole, the device now feeds rope and allows you to pull 
rope more easily. Multiple friction modes provide the optimal amount of 
stopping power when lowering or rappelling, and the device’s guide mode 
lets you belay one or two seconding climbers off an anchor.

FEATURES
– Multiple friction modes for belay and rappel
– Updated construction makes the device 10% lighter with improved rope 

handling. Now 80g
– Auto-block release hole accepts small carabiners
– Durable cable holds its shape and resists getting caught up between 

ropes
– Guide mode works with one or two climbers ascending and descending
– Dependable and smooth operation in all conditions, handling ropes from 

8.1 to 11 mm

BD620046 RRP: $42.99

● ●
Anthracite, Black
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ATC Pilot
An all-new assisted braking device, the ATC Pilot introduces a 
system that provides an added level of security to your belay, while 
allowing for smooth rope payout. 

FEATURES
– Accommodates ropes from 8.7-10.5
– Provides an added level of security to single pitch belays
– Smooth rope payout
– Controlled lowering
– Steel construction
– Ergonomic, non-slip surface
– Single rope use

BD620078           RRP: $72.99

Black

Super 8
Fast and easy loading, the Black Diamond Super 8 belay/rappel 
device uses a unique design that eliminates excess material by 
thinning out the non-rope bearing areas. Sold in assorted colors.

FEATURES
– Modern 8 design for smooth handling
– Ideal for the retro climber or Search and Rescue professional
– Works well with double 8.1 mm ropes up to 11 mm single lines

BD620072           RRP: $23.99

■
Black

ATC-XP
With multiple friction modes, the ATC-XP belay/rappel device is 
30% lighter than the original with machined windows through the 
body.

FEATURES
– High-friction mode offers 3 times greater hold and stopping 

power than regular friction mode
– Machined windows through device for weight savings
– Durable cable holds its shape and resists getting caught up 

between ropes
– Versatile design accepts ropes from 7.7 to 11 mm

BD620075           RRP: $32.99

■ ■
Black, Blue

ATC
Our classic and often-imitated lightweight belay/rappel device.

FEATURES
– Unique, smooth-handling geometry
– Minimalist design is durable in all conditions
– Large surface area dissipates heat when lowering or rappelling
– Handles ropes from 7.7 to 11 mm 

BD620073           RRP: $29.99

■ ■
Black, Purple

BEN MOON

BELAY & RAPPEL DEVICES

Style # Weight Colors

ATC - Guide NEW BD620046 80.0 g 2.82 oz Anthracite, Black

ATC - Alpine Guide NEW BD620047 73 .0 g 2.58 oz Envy Green

ATC Pilot BD620078 86 g 3.03 oz Black

ATC - XP BD620075 64.0 g 2.26 oz Blue, Black

ATC BD620073 60.0 g 2.12 oz Purple, Black

Super 8 BD620072 87.0 g 3.07 oz Black
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Protection
Climbing protection has been a hallmark of BD innovation since the 
days of the original Hexentric® chocks that helped spawn the clean 

climbing revolution in the early ‘70s.

**All Protection UIAA and CE Certified (except for Nut Tool)

Camalot™ C4 
The world’s best-selling, most trusted cam just got better. The new, 
redesigned Camalot C4 has now upped the ante, considering it’s 10% lighter 
yet just as durable as before. Plus, it features a modern design that improves 
on the old tried-and-true Camalots. The cam’s lobes are lighter and more 
sculpted, optimized for strength to weight, while the slings have a visual 
update for easier differentiation when racking. And speaking of racking, 
we’re introducing a new innovative trigger keeper on sizes #4, #5, and #6, 
that keeps the big guys contracted for compact racking and immediately 
release when you’re ready to place. We’ve also widened the trigger as well 
for better handling.

FEATURES
– New design is 10% lighter
– Lighter sculpted lopes optimized for strength to weight
– Innovative trigger keeper on sizes #4, #5 and #6 for compact racking
– Slings are updated visually for easier differentiation when racking
– Double-axle design offers widest range for each cam unit
– C-Loop continuous cable stem design is strong and durable
– Color-coded for easy identification and wide range of sizes
– Neutrino Rackpack available for easy racking (see Carabiner section)

BD262303 - .3 - Blue RRP: $119.99
BD262304 - .4 - Gray RRP: $114.99
BD262305 - .5 - Purple RRP: $119.99
BD262307 - .75 - Green RRP: $119.99
BD262311 - #1 - Red RRP: $126.99

BD262312 - #2 - Yellow         RRP: $134.99
BD262313 - #3 - Blue  RRP: $144.99
BD262314 - #4 - Gray  RRP: $154.99
BD262315 - #5 - Purple RRP: $169.99
BD 262316 - #6 - Green RRP: $179.99
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Camalot™
  Ultralight

A breakthrough for fast-and-light missions, the 
Camalot Ultralight introduces a 25% lighter version 
of the world’s most trusted camming device. 

BD262164 - .4            RRP: $149.99
BD262165 - .5            RRP: $149.99
BD262167 - .75          RRP: $154.99
BD262171 - #1            RRP: $154.99
BD262172 - #2           RRP: $169.99
BD262173 - #3           RRP: $189.99
BD262174 - #4           RRP: $209.99

Camalot™ X4
A durable, versatile 4-lobed camming unit, the 
Camalot X4 combines our patent-pending Stacked 
Axle Technology with a narrow head-width and 
integrated cam springs to offer more expansion 
range than any small cam on the market. 

BD262201 - .1            RRP: $169.99
BD262202 - .2           RRP: $169.99
BD262203 - .3           RRP: $169.99
BD262204 - .4           RRP: $169.99
BD262205 - .5           RRP: $169.99

PROTECTION—CAMALOTS

Style # Size Weight Range Color Strength

Camalot™  C4
NEW

BD262303 0.3 69.8 g 13.8-23.4 mm 0.54-0.92 in Blue 8 kN 1,798 lbf

BD262304 0.4 77.5 g 15.5-26.7 mm 0.61-1.05 in Gray 9 kN

BD262305 0.5 93.0 g 19.6-33.5 mm 0.77-1.32 in Purple 12 kN 2,698 lbf

BD262307 0.75 107.5 g 23.9-41.2 mm 0.94-1.62 in Green

14 kN 3,147 lbf

BD262311 1 123.9 g 30.2-52.1 mm 1.19-2.05 in Red

BD262312 2 140.3 g 37.2-64.9 mm 1.46-2.55 in Yellow

BD262313 3 181.1 g 50.7-87.9 mm 2.00-3.46 in Blue

BD262314 4 257.8 g 66.0-114.7 mm 2.60-4.51 in Gray

BD262315 5 348.1 g 85.4-148.5 mm 3.36-5.85 in Purple

BD262316 6 529.9 g 114.1-195.0 mm 4.50-7.68 in Green

Camalot™ Ultralight

BD262164 0.4 61 g 2.15 oz 15.5-26.7 mm 0.61-1.05 in Gray 8 kN 1798

BD262165 0.5 74 g 2.61 oz 19.6-33.5 mm 0.77-1.32 in Purple 10 kN 2248

BD262167 0.75 89 g 3.14 oz 23.9-41.2 mm 0.94-1.62 in Green

12 kN 2698

BD262171 #1 101 g 3.56 oz 30.2-52.1 mm 1.19-2.05 in Red

BD262172 #2 126 g 4.44 oz 37.2-64.9 mm 1.46-2.55 in Yellow

BD262173 #3 167 g 5.89 oz 50.7-87.9 mm 2.00-3.46 in Blue

BD262174 #4 225 g 7.94 oz 66.0-114.7 mm 2.60-4.51 in Gray

Camalot™ X4  

BD262201 .1 51 g 1.8 oz 8.4-13.8 mm 0.33-0.54 in Red 5 kN 1,124 lbf

BD262202 .2 54 g 1.9 oz 9.9-16.5 mm 0.34-0.65 in Yellow 6 kN 1,349 lbf

BD262203 .3 75 g 2.7 oz 12.4-21.2 mm 0.49-0.83 in Blue 8 kN 1,798 lbf

BD262204 .4 82 g 2.9 oz 15.5-26.6 mm 0.61-1.05 in Gray 9 kN 2,023 lbf

BD262205 .5 91 g 3.2 oz 19.8-33.7 mm 0.78-1.33 in Purple 9 kN 2,023 lbf

BD262207 .75 112 g 4 oz 24-41.2 mm 0.94-1.62 in Green 9 kN 2,023 lbf
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Offset Stopper
Individually hot forged and ideal for placements in pin scars and 
flared cracks, the Offset Stopper is a variation on our classic 
stopper. 

FEATURES
– Aluminum construction with a steel cable
– Individually hot forged
– Sizes 7-11

BD225227 - #7            RRP: $23.99
BD225228 - #8           RRP: $23.99
BD225229 - #9           RRP: $23.99
BD225230 - #10         RRP: $23.99
BD225231 - #11           RRP: $23.99

Offset Stopper Set #7-11
The Black Diamond Offset Stoppers add versatility to your rack by 
utilizing offset geometry for pin scars or irregular cracks while free 
climbing or aid climbing. 

FEATURES
– Durable aluminum heads and steel cables
– Offset Geometry excels in pin scars and irregular cracks
– Color coded for quick and easy placement
– Available individually or as a set

BD225235           RRP: $119.99

Micro Stoppers
Built for hairline cracks and thin seams.

BD224401 - #1           RRP: $23.99
BD224402 - #2           RRP: $23.99
BD224403 - #3           RRP: $23.99
BD224404 - #4           RRP: $23.99
BD224405 - #5           RRP: $23.99
BD224406 - #6           RRP: $25.99

Micro Stopper Set #1-6
Full set of Offset Micro Stoppers on an 
OvalWire carabiner. 

BD224420           RRP: $149.99

Passive Protection

Stoppers
Time-tested passive pro—a direct link to 
the original chocks that started the clean 
climbing revolution. Color coded for easy 
gear selection. 

BD225201 - #1            RRP: $19.99
BD225202 - #2           RRP: $19.99
BD225203 - #3           RRP: $19.99
BD225204 - #4           RRP: $21.99
BD225205 - #5           RRP: $21.99
BD225206 - #6           RRP: $21.99
BD225207 - #7            RRP: $21.99
BD225208 - #8           RRP: $21.99
BD225209 - #9           RRP: $21.99
BD225210 - #10          RRP: $21.99
BD225211 - #11            RRP: $21.99
BD225212 - #12           RRP: $21.99
BD225213 - #13           RRP: $21.99

Stopper Set Pro #1-13
Stoppers No. 1-13 racked on a Micron carabiner. 

BD225122           RRP: $279.99
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Stopper Set Classic #5-11
Stoppers No. 5-11 racked on an OvalWire carabiner. 

BD225123           RRP: $149.99

Stopper Set #4-13
Stoppers No. 4-13 racked on an OvalWire carabiner. 

BD225215           RRP: $216.99

Wired Hexentrics
Versatile, traditional passive pro for wider 
cracks. 

BD220221 - #1           RRP: $16.99
BD220222 - #2           RRP: $18.99
BD220223 - #3           RRP: $18.99
BD220224 - #4           RRP: $19.99
BD220225 - #5           RRP: $21.99
BD220226 - #6           RRP: $23.99
BD220227 - #7           RRP: $23.99
BD220228 - #8           RRP: $23.99
BD220229 - #9           RRP: $25.99
BD220230 - #10           RRP: $29.99
BD220231 - #11           RRP: $32.99

Wired Hexentric Nut Set 
#4-10
Wired Hexes No. 4-10 racked on an OvalWire 
carabiner. 

BD220235           RRP: $169.99

Passive Protection

Wiregate Nut Tool
A wiregate take on our classic nut tool, crucial 
for any rack.  Weight: 46 g 

BD620062           RRP: $25.99

Nut Tool
This trad climber’s staple is a lightweight tool 
for cleaning passive pro.
Weight: 44 g 

BD620060           RRP: $18.99

JEREMIAH WATT
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PROTECTION—STOPPERS & HEXENTRICS

Style # Size Weight Color Strength

Wired Hexentrics

BD220221 1 19 g 0.67 oz Red

6 kN 1,349 lbfBD220222 2 22 g 0.78 oz Yellow

BD220223 3 28 g 0.99 oz Blue

BD220224 4 51 g 1.8 oz Gray

10 kN 2,248 lbf

BD220225 5 53 g 1.9 oz Purple

BD220226 6 64 g 2.3 oz Green

BD220227 7 86 g 3 oz Red

BD220228 8 94 g 3.3 oz Yellow

BD220229 9 124 g 4.4 oz Blue

BD220230 10 164 g 5.78 oz Gray

BD220231 11 206 g 7.3 oz Purple

 *Sizes 1 and 2 are for direct aid only

PROTECTION—STOPPERS & HEXENTRICS

Style # Size Weight Color Strength

Offset Stoppers

BD225227 7 30.5 g 1 oz Red 10 kN 2,248 lbf

BD225228 8 32.6 g 1.14 oz Gold 10 kN 2,248 lbf

BD225229 9 40.2 g 1.42 oz Blue 10 kN 2,248 lbf

BD225230 10 44.6 g 1.57 oz Grey 10 kN 2,248 lbf

BD225231 11 55.5 g 1.96 oz Purple 10 kN 2,248 lbf

Stoppers  

BD225201 1* 7 g 0.25 oz Red
2 kN 450 lbf

BD225202 2* 8 g 0.28 oz Yellow

BD225203 3 15 g 0.53 oz Blue 5 kN 1,124 lbf

BD225204 4 16 g 0.56 oz Gray
6 kN 1,349 lbf

BD225205 5 18 g 0.63 oz Purple

BD225206 6 32 g 1.13 oz Green

10 kN 2,248 lbf

BD225207 7 34 g 1.2 oz Red

BD225208 8 37 g 1.3 oz Yellow

BD225209 9 39 g 1.4 oz Blue

BD225210 10 43 g 1.5 oz Gray

BD225211 11 51 g 1.8 oz Purple

BD225212 12 58 g 2 oz Green

BD225213 13 71 g 2.5 oz Red

Micro Stoppers  

BD224401 1* 4 g 0.14 oz 2 kN 450 lbf

BD224402 2* 7 g 0.25 oz 3 kN 674 lbf

BD224403 3 10 g 0.32 oz 5 kN 1,124 lbf

BD224404 4 13 g 0.46 oz
6 kN 1,349 lbf

BD224405 5 15 g 0.53 oz

BD224406 6 21 g 0.74 oz 8 kN 1,798 lbf

 *Sizes 1 and 2 are for direct aid only

PROTECTION—STOPPER & HEXENTRIC SETS

Style # Size Weight

Offset Stopper Set #7-11 BD225235 7-11 249.7 g 8.81 oz

Stopper® Set Pro No. 1-13  BD225120 1-13* 456 g 1 lb

Stopper Set No. 4-13  
Not available in Europe

BD225215 4-13 442 g 15.6 oz

Stopper Set Classic No. 5-11  BD225123 5-11 281 g 9.9 oz

Micro Stopper Set No. 1-6  BD224410 1-6* 115 g 4 oz

Wired Hexentric Nut Set No. 4-10  BD220235 4-10 694 g 1 lb 8 oz

 *Sizes 1 and 2 are for direct aid only
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Positron Quickdraw
Our best value, full-keylock quickdraw. 
Equipped with an 18mm Polyester 
Dogbone with Straightjacket™. 

BD381077 - 12 cm           RRP: $34.99
BD381078 - 16 cm           RRP: $34.99

PosiWire Quickdraw
A super-versatile draw with a snag-free 
Positron keylock carabiner on top and 
Hotwire wiregate on bottom. Equipped 
with an 18 mm Polyester Dogbone with 
StraightJacket™. 

BD381081 - 12 cm           RRP: $30.99
BD381082 - 16 cm           RRP: $30.99

PosiWire Quickpack 12 cm
A super-versatile draw with a snag-free Positron 
keylock carabiner on top and Hotwire wiregate 
on bottom. 

BD381105           RRP: $179.99

QUICKDRAWS & CARABINERS – QUICKDRAWS

Style # Length Width Weight Color

LiveWire Quickdraw BD381083 12 cm 27 mm 108 g 3.81 oz Black/Envy Green

Positron Quickdraw
BD381077 12 cm 18 mm 107 g 3.77 oz

Black/Yellow
BD381078 18 cm 18 mm 110 g 3.88 oz

PosiWire Quickdraw
BD381081 12 cm 18 mm 103 g 3.63 oz

Black/Blue
BD381082 18 cm 18 mm 105 g 3.70 oz

PosiWire Quickpack BD381105 12 cm 18 mm 618 g 1 lb 6 oz Black/Blue

Quickdraws & Carabiners
With a wide assortment of draws, lockers and standard 

carabiners, we cover any climbing objective, from the alpine in 
Alaska to the sport cliffs of Spain.

**Everything in this section UIAA and CE certified

Livewire Quickdraw
Our high-end sport climbing quickdraw 
equipped with a keylock Nitron biner on top 
and a LiveWire carabiner with HoodWire 
Technology on the bottom. 

BD381083           RRP: $47.99
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Non-Locking Carabiners

Positron
Our classic keylock carabiner for smooth 
clipping and cleaning. 

BD210153 - Straight           RRP: $17.99
BD210154 - Bent                 RRP: $17.99

Yellow

HotWire
The wiregate carabiner that started it all, the 
HotWire employs a cold-forged construction 
and features a versatile shape for all-around 
performance. 

BD210129           RRP: $14.99

■
Black

Neutrino
The burly and robust Neutrino that we all 
know and love, now redesigned with an 
I-beam cross section. 

BD210233           RRP: $12.99

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Grey, Blue, Purple, Green, Red, 
Yellow

Neutrino Rackpack
A set of six redesigned, color-coded Neutrino 
biners designed to match our Camalots™

BD381068           RRP: $69.99

Ovalwire
A lighter, wiregate version of our classic Oval 
that won’t freeze up or weigh you down. 

BD210076           RRP: $13.99

■
Polished

QUICKDRAWS & CARABINERS — STANDARD CARABINERS

Style # Type Weight Color
Closed Gate 

Strength Open Gate Strength Minor Axis Strength Gate Opening

HotWire®   BD210129 Wire 43 g 1.4 oz Black, Polished,  
BD Orange 24 kN 5,395 lbf 8 kN 1,798 lbf 8 kN 1,798 lbf 25 mm 1.0 in

Positron   
BD210153 Straight

49 g 1.7 oz
Yellow

25 kN 5,620 lbf 8 kN 1,798 lbf 8 kN 1,798 lbf
22 mm 0.86 in

BD210154 Bent Yellow 26 mm 1.01 in

OvalWire   BD210076 Wire 45 g 1.6 oz Polished, Black 23 kN 5,170 lbf 7 kN 1,574 lbf 7 kN 1,574 lbf 25 mm 1.0 in

Neutrino  BD210233 Wire 36 g 1.3 oz

Red, Yellow, Blue, Gray, 
Purple, Green, Black, 

Polished,  
BD Orange

24 kN 5,395 lbf 7 kN 1,574 lbf 7 kN 1,574 lbf 22 mm 0.86 in

Neutrino Rackpack   BD381068 Wire 216 g 7.8 oz Red, Yellow Blue, Gray, 
Purple, Green 24 kN 5,395 lbf 7 kN 1,574 lbf 7 kN 1,574 lbf 22 mm 0.86 in

BD ATHLETE ALEX HONNOLD

ANDY EARL

VIRGIN RIVER GORGE, AZ
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Locking Carabiners

GridLock Screwgate
Our revolutionary, patented belay biner design 
that solves the orientation issue—never deal 
with a shifting, cross-loaded belay carabiner 
again. The GridLock’s isolation feature 
intuitively captures the belay loop and prevents 
cross-loading. 

BD210278           RRP: $34.99

RockLock Magentron
Using the power of magnets to reinvent the 
auto-locking carabiner, the patented Magnetron 
RockLock combines maximum security with 
ease-of-use like never before. 

BD210291           RRP: $43.99

Rocklock Screwgate
Our largest locking carabiner—great for 
anchors, belaying or rappelling. 

BD210275           RRP: $23.99

Rocklock Twistlock
Our largest locking carabiner—great for 
anchors, belaying or rappelling and featuring 
Twistlock technology for ease-of-use. 

BD210276           RRP: $32.99

VaporLock Screwgate
A super-light pear-shaped locker for long free 
climbs or lightening up your rack. 

BD210277           RRP: $25.99

Gridlock Magnetron
Using the power of magnets to reinvent the 
auto-locking carabiner, the GridLock Magnetron 
combines maximum security and ease-of-use 
with our innovative belay-biner design. 

BD210292           RRP: $54.99

VaporLock Magnetron
Our light and versatile patented pear-shaped 
locking biner with the security and ease-of-use 
of our innovative Magnetron Technology, the 
Magnetron VaporLock is ideal for long free 
routes. 

BD210293           RRP: $52.99

Positron Screwgate
An easy to clip and clean keylock locker. 

BD210283           RRP: $21.99

Oval Keylock Screwgate
A new addition to the Oval family, this symmetrical biner riffs on the classic model, but incorporates a snag-free keylock design 
and adds the screwgate for locking functionality, making this an essential locking carabiner on your rack.

FEATURES
– Snag-free keylock design for easy clipping and unclipping
– Locking screwgate
– Uniform shape prevents shifting
– Large carrying capacity
– Proven symmetrical design

BD210084           RRP: $16.99

● ●
Polished, Black
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QUICKDRAWS & CARABINERS — LOCKING CARABINERS

Style # Type Weight Color
Closed Gate 

Strength
Open Gate 

Strength
Minor Axis 

Strength Gate Opening

Oval Keylock Screwgate NEW BD210084 Standard 62 g 2.19 oz Polished, Black 23 kN 5,170 lbf 7 kN
1,573 

lbf
9 kN 2,023 lbf 18 mm 0.71 in

GridLock Magnetron* BD210292 Magnetron 78 g 3 oz Black/Red 22 kN
4,946 

lbf
8 kN

1,798 
lbf

7 kN 1,574 lbf 21 mm
0.83 

in

GridLock Screwgate BD210278 Screwgate 76 g 2.7 oz Dark Gray/Red 22 kN
4,946 

lbf
8 kN

1,798 
lbf

7 kN 1,574 lbf 21 mm
0.83 

in

RockLock Magnetron* BD210291 Magnetron 87 g 3.1 oz Black/Blue 24 kN
5,395 

lbf
7 kN

1,574 
lbf

7 kN 1,574 lbf 21 mm
0.83 

in

RockLock Screwgate BD210275 Screwgate 85 g 3 oz Dark Gray/Blue 24 kN
5,395 

lbf
7 kN

1,574 
lbf

7 kN 1,574 lbf 21 mm
0.83 

in

RockLock Twistlock BD210276 Twistlock 89 g 3.1 oz Dark Gray/Blue 24 kN
5,395 

lbf
7 kN

1,574 
lbf

7 kN 1,574 lbf 21 mm
0.83 

in

VaporLock Magnetron* BD210293 Magnetron 56 g 2.0 oz Black/Yellow 21 kN
4,721 

lbf
8 kN

1,798 
lbf

8 kN
1,798 

lbf
20 mm

0.79 
in

VaporLock Screwgate BD210277 Screwgate 52 g 1.8 oz Dark Gray/Yellow 21 kN
4,721 

lbf
7 kN

1,574 
lbf

8 kN
1,798 

lbf
20 mm

0.79 
in

Positron Screwgate BD210283 Screwgate 56 g 2 oz Dark Gray/Green 25 kN
5,620 

lbf
8 kN

1,798 
lbf

8 kN
1,798 

lbf
21 mm

0.83 
in

*Licensed under Skylotec EP2397708

WILL SAUNDERS
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Dogbones & Runners

Vari-width Dogbone
A sewn, tapered quickdraw sling. 

BD380062 - 12 cm           RRP: $8.99
BD380063 - 16 cm           RRP: $10.99

Dynex Dogbone
Sewn webbing for specific usage and quickdraw 
customization. 

BD380034 - 12 cm - 10 mm        RRP: $9.99
BD380.99035 - 16 cm - 10 mm   RRP: $11.99

10 mm Dynex Runner
Low-profile sewn runners for traditional 
protection. 

BD380021 - 30 cm             RRP: $12.99
BD380.99022 - 60 cm      RRP: $19.99
BD380023 - 120 cm           RRP: $31.99
BD380024 -  240 cm         RRP: $56.99

■ ■ ■ ■
Red, Yellow, Blue, Grey

18 mm Nylon Runner
Sewn runners for traditional protection. 

BD380025 - 30 cm           RRP: $6.99
BD380026 - 60 cm           RRP: $8.99
BD380027 - 120 cm          RRP: $14.99
BD380028 - 240 cm         RRP: $25.99

■ ■ ■ ■
Red, Yellow, Blue, Grey

QUICKDRAWS & CARABINERS — DOGBONES & RUNNERS

Style # Length Width Weight Color

Dynex Rabbit Runner NEW 380054 110 cm 43 in 13 mm .5 in 35 g 1.2 oz
White with 

Black

Vari-width Dogbones

BD380062 12 cm 5 in

27 mm 1.1 in

16 g 0.56 oz

Black/Gray
BD380063 18 cm 7 in

24 g 0.8 oz

34 g 1.0 oz

Dynex Dogbones

BD380034 12 cm 5 in
10 mm 0.4 in

7 g 0.2 oz
White/Gray

BD380035 18 cm 7 in 8 g 0.3 oz

BD380036 12 cm 5 in
12 mm 0.5 in

8 g 0.3 oz
White/Black

BD380037 18 cm 7 in 10 g 0.4 oz

Dynex Runners

BD380021 30 cm 12 in

10 mm 0.4 in

11 g 0.4 oz

Red 
Yellow 

Blue 
Black

BD380022 60 cm 24 in 19 g 0.7 oz

BD380023 120 cm 48 in 39 g 1.4 oz

BD380024 240 cm 96 in 72 g 2.5 oz

Nylon Runners

BD380025 30 cm 12 in

18 mm 0.7 in

18 g 0.63 oz
Red

Yellow

Blue

 Gray

BD380026 60 cm 24 in 36 g 1.3 oz

BD380027 120 cm 48 in 67 g 2.4 oz

BD380028 240 cm 96 in 67 g 2.4 oz

13mm Dynex Rabbit  
Runner
Whether you’re threading big icicles, or extending pro on a wandering trad pitch, the Rabbit Runner is the full-strength sling you 
want. Featuring two different size sewn pockets, the 110cm long Rabbit is ultra-versatile, with one tight pocket (26mm) designed to 
hold a carabiner steady and one that’s open (72mm), allowing you to girth-hitch with ease. Tested at 22kN, the Rabbit Runner uses 
13mm Dynex webbing, and is lightweight (35 grams) and less bulky than the competition, making it an understated, yet crucial tool 
for trad, alpine or ice climbing.

FEATURES
– Single-strand tested to 22kN
– Two different size sewn pockets for versatility
– 110cm (white with black)
– Certified EN 566

BD380054           RRP: $29.99
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Ice & Alpine
Black Diamond’s heritage is rooted in alpinism. Our exhaustive 

collection of technical ice tools, classic piolets and crampons covers 
the wide-ranging needs of the modern alpinist.

**All Technical Ice Tools UIAA and CE Certified

Viper
Completely redesigned for maximum versatility on the myriad 
demands of winter climbing, the Black Diamond Viper Ice Tool is an 
easy-swinging, all-around tool. 

BD412085 - Hammer     RRP: $399.99
BD412086 - Adze           RRP: $399.99

JOHN PRICE** All Piolets UIAA and CE certified

Swift
The burliest of our piolets, and our only T-rated piolet, 
the Swift is the ultimate in classic mountaineering tools. 

BD412084           RRP: $329.99

Raven with Grip
Traditional mountaineer’s piolet with a grip and 
included leash for added security on classic alpine 
routes. 

BD410157           RRP: $179.99

Raven
Traditional mountaineering piolet. 

BD410151           RRP: $139.99
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Axe Protector
Ice tool protector for gear transport. 

BD413000           RRP: $11.99

Spinner Leash
A lightweight swiveling tether 
system for leashless ice tools. 

BD411147           RRP: $92.99

Slinger Leash
A lightweight, single version of 
the Spinner leash for use with a 
piolet. 

BD411149           RRP: $49.99

Venom
A technical mountain tool designed for weight 
conscious alpinists and ski mountaineers, the 
Venom features a fully interchangeable pick, 
sliding FlickLock pommel and an ergonomically 
shaped, angled shaft. 

BD412101 - Adze                RRP: $249.99
BD412102 - Hammer         RRP: $249.99

Raven Pro
A traditional mountaineering axe built with 
lightweight materials. 

BD410162           RRP: $159.99

ICE & ALPINE—TECHNICAL ICE TOOLS

Style # Type Length Weight Head Pick Shaft Grip Color

Viper  
BD412085 Hammer

50 cm
570 g 1 lb 4 oz

Stainless steel Chromoly steel Aluminum TPU Slate
BD412086 Adze 595 g 1 lb 5 oz

ICE & ALPINE—PIOLETS

Style # Length Weight With Leash Weight Without Leash Materials Grip Color

Swift BD412084

50 cm

_ _

487 g 1 lb 1 oz

Stainless steel head, 
Aluminum Shaft

_ Ultra Blue57 cm 507 g 1 lb 2 oz

64 cm 526 g 1 lb 2.5 oz

Venom Adze BD412101

50 cm

_ _

514 g 1 lb 2 oz

Stainless steel head, 
Aluminum Shaft, Chromoly 

Pick w/replacement pick
Rubber Silver

57 cm 545 g 1 lb 3 oz

64 cm 574 g 1 lb 4 oz

Venom Hammer BD412102
50 cm 517 g 1 lb 2 oz

57 cm 547 g 1 lb 3 oz

Raven Pro  BD410162

50 cm

_ _

362 g 13 oz

Head, Spike: stainless steel 

Shaft: Aluminum
_ Silver

55 cm 377 g 13 oz

60 cm 392 g 14 oz

65 cm 407 g 14 oz

70 cm 422 g 15 oz

75 cm 437 g 15 oz

Raven with Grip  BD410157

55 cm 505 g 1 lb 2 oz

Head, Spike: stainless steel 

Shaft: Aluminum
Dual-

density
Gray

60 cm 520 g 1 lb 2 oz

65 cm 535 g 1 lb 3 oz

70 cm 550 g 1 lb 3 oz

75 cm 565 g 1 lb 4 oz

Raven  
*80 & 90 cm Not available 
in Europe

BD410151

55 cm

_ _

437 g 15 oz

Head, Spike: stainless steel 

Shaft: Aluminum
_ Gray

60 cm 452 g 1 lb

65 cm 467 g 1 lb

70 cm 482 g 1 lb 1 oz

75 cm 497 g 1 lb 2 oz

*80 cm 512 g 1 lb 2 oz

*90 cm 542 g 1 lb 3 oz
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Crampons

Ice Protection

**All crampons UIAA and CE certified

Sabretooth
Our best all-around crampon, the 
Sabretooth features a super-stable 
yet technical design with a redesigned 
stainless steel construction that’s 
optimized for added durability. 

BD400045 - Pro            RRP: $259.99
BD400044 - Clip          RRP: $259.99

Contact
A classic 10-point crampon for mountaineers, 
skiers and hikers with a lightweight stainless 
steel design. 

BD400069 - Strap           RRP: $219.99
BD400075 - Clip              RRP: $219.99

** All Ice Screws UIAA and CE certified

Express Ice Screw
Our fastest-placing ice screws. 

BD490210 - 10 cm           RRP: $90.99
BD490213 - 13 cm           RRP: $90.99
BD490216 - 16 cm           RRP: $90.99
BD490219 - 19 cm           RRP: $99.99
BD490222 - 22 cm          RRP: $99.99

ICE & ALPINE—CRAMPONS

Style # Type Size Weight Per Pair Materials Color

Sabretooth  
BD400044 Clip

One size fits 36–46
910 g 2 lb

Stainless steel Polished
BD400045 Pro 890 g 1 lb 15 oz

Contact  
BD400075 Clip

One size fits 36–46
852 g 1 lb 14 oz

Stainless steel Polished
BD400069 Strap 808 g 1 lb 13 oz

Ice Screwup
Convenient and space-efficient screw 
carrier. 

BD400155           RRP: $27.99

Ultralight Ice Screw
The lightest ice screw in the world, the new 
BD Ultralights are crucial for fast and light 
objectives in the mountains. Built for ski 
mountaineers, glacial travel, and gram-
shaving alpinists, these screws feature 
an aluminum body with steel tip and an 
innovative wire-gate color-coded Express 
handles to differentiate length.

BD490331 - 13cm           RRP:  $134.99
BD490332 - 16cm          RRP:  $134.99
BD490333 - 19cm          RRP:  $134.99
BD490334 - 22cm         RRP:  $134.99

ICE & ALPINE—ICE PROTECTION

Style # Length Color Weight Strength Materials

Ultralight Ice Screw

BD490331 13 cm
Envy Green/

Yellow
74 g 2.6 oz

10 kN 2,248 lbf

Hanger: Forged Aluminum

Body: Aluminum

Tip: Stainless Steel

BD490332 16 cm
Envy Green/

Blue
81 g 2.9 oz

BD490333 19 cm
Envy Green/

Grey
89 g 3.1 oz

BD490334 22 cm
Envy Green/

Purple
96 g 3.4 oz

Express Ice Screws  

BD490210 10 cm Red 121 g 4.3 oz

10 kN 2,248 lbf
Screw: Chromoly

 
Hanger: Stainless steel

BD490213 13 cm Yellow 138 g 4.9 oz

BD490216 16 cm Blue 146 g 5.2 oz

BD490219 19 cm Gray 159 g 5.6 oz

BD490222 22 cm Green 175 g 6.2 oz
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Big Wall
Big wall gear has been at the foundation of our company since day 
one—ranging from the classic piton shapes to portaledges, aiders, 

ascenders and haul bags. 

Single Portaledge 
Cliff Cabana Double Portaledge
Single or Double—Black Diamond builds durable, reliable, single-
point suspension ledges. 

BD810450           RRP: $1099
BD810451            RRP: $1149

BIG WALL—PORTALEDGES

Style # Type Color Dimensions Weight With Haul Sack Materials

Single Portaledge  BD810450 Single Gray 213 x 80 cm 84 x 31.5 in 6.8 kg 14 lb 15 oz Double-butted aluminum alloy frame, 
double ripstop 210d packcloth, Ballistic 

reinforcementsCliff Cabana Double Portaledge  BD810451 Double Gray 213 x 130 cm 84 x 51 in 9.0 kg 19 lb 13 oz

BIG WALL—HARDWARE

Style # Type Weight Strength Color

Index  
BD620004 Left 199 g 7 oz - BD Orange

BD620003 Right 199 g 7 oz - Anthracite

Rotor  BD620005 - 83 g 2.9 oz 26 kN Black/BD Orange

Pulley  BD620020 - 76 g 2.7 oz 17 kN Polished

Index
Pushing the evolution of ascenders, the Index 
allows trigger-finger access to help you 
manipulate the cam for easier operation low on a 
pitch or during hard-to-clean traverses. 
The dual-density grip and trigger increase 
comfort for long days on the wall, and a large 
clip-in hole lets locking carabiners rotate 360 
degrees for easy rigging. 

BD620003 - Right           RRP: $169.99
BD620004 - Left             RRP: $169.99

Rotor
Clean, reliable design for easy hauling. 

BD620005           RRP: $89.99

Pulley
A helpful big wall item for the long haul. 

BD620020           RRP: $49.99
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Hardware

Cliffhanger
Hook for small to medium edges. 

BD520220           RRP: $21.99

Talon
Versatile, three-hooks-in-one design. 

BD520200           RRP: $29.99

Pecker
Arched spine clears bulges and bites in tight 
seams. 

BD520218 - #3           RRP: $34.99

BIG WALL—HARDWARE

Style # Length Weight

Cliffhanger  BD520220 63.5 mm 2 1/2 in 42 g 1.5 oz

Talon  BD520200 - - 48 g 1.7 oz

BIG WALL—HARDWARE

Style # Size Blade Length Weight

Pecker BD520218 #3 51 mm 2.00 in 111 g 3.9 oz

Fifi Hook
A simple hook for added efficiency in 
aiders. 

BD620065           RRP: $27.99

BIG WALL—HARDWARE

Style # Weight

Fifi Hook  BD620065 22 g 0.8 oz

12 mm Dynex Daisy Chain
A lightweight, super strong daisy chain that 
minimizes bulk with a narrow profile. 

BD390027 - 115 cm           RRP: $69.99
BD390028 - 140 cm          RRP: $84.99

■
Gray, Red

18 mm Nylon Daisy Chain
A durable clip-in for big wall efficiency. 

BD390013 - 115 cm           RRP: $32.99
BD390014 - 140 cm          RRP: $34.99

■ ■
Black, Red
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18 mm Nylon Daisy Chain
A durable clip-in for big wall efficiency. 

BD390013 - 115 cm           RRP: $32.99
BD390014 - 140 cm          RRP: $34.99

■ ■
Black, Red

Padded Gear Sling
Classic over-the-shoulder gear sling for trad 
climbing. 

BD660012           RRP: $32.99

BIG WALL—BIG WALL ACCESSORIES

Style # Size Length Weight Strength Pocket Strength Color

Dynex Daisy Chain  
BD390027

12 mm
115 cm 45 in 33 g 1.16 oz

16 kN 3,597 lbf 3 kN 674 lbf Assorted
BD390028 140 cm 55 in 43 g 1.52 oz

Nylon Daisy Chain  
BD390013

18 mm
115 cm 45 in 70 g 2.5 oz

16 kN 3,597 lbf 3 kN 674 lbf Assorted
BD390014 140 cm 55 in 98 g 3.5 oz

Etrier  
BD390030 5 Step

–
210 g 7.4 oz

10 kN 2,248 lbf – – Assorted
BD390040 6 Step 240 g 8.5 oz

Alpine Aiders  BD390050 5 Step – 120 g 4.2 oz 6 kN 1,349 lbf – – Assorted

Padded Gear Sling  BD660012 Adjustable – 108 g 3.8 oz 9 kN 2,023 lbf – – Assorted

Bosun’s Chair  BD810460 – 1.1 kg 2 lb 7 oz – – – – Gray

Bosun’s Chair
Padded seat for hanging belays. 

BD810460           RRP: $119.99

Haul Bags

Zion
The largest of the BD haul bags. For 
Grade VI and big wall expedition 
use. 

BD810280           RRP: $449.99

Touchstone
Mid-size haul bag for two-day trips. 

BD810275           RRP: $349.99

Stubby
Smallest of the BD haul bags. For done-
in-a-day routes or use as a secondary 
haul bag. 

BD810270           RRP: $239.99

BIG WALL—HAUL BAGS

Style # Volume Weight Color

Zion  BD810280 145 L 8,848 cu in 4.29 kg 9 lb 8 oz Big Wall Gray

Touchstone  BD810275 70 L 4,272 cu in 2.44 kg 5 lb 4 oz Big Wall Gray

Stubby  BD810270 35 L 2,136 cu in 1.81 kg 3 lb 15 oz Big Wall Gray
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Spotlight Bivy
The Black Diamond Spotlight bivy is designed for the gram-counting minimalist 
who values some added comfort, with a single DAC Featherlite® pole providing 
extra room over the head and shoulders. The Spotlight is constructed with high 
tenacity 30D poly fabric for improved strength. It has a large zippered entry 
and a large mesh panel with an awning for excellent ventilation.

FEATURES
– Single shock-corded DAC Featherlite pole over the head and shoulders
– High tenacity 30D poly fabric improves strength and doesn’t stretch when wet 
– Large zippered entry; net door
– Large mesh panel with awning for ventilation
– Fully taped seams 
– Complies to FR regulation CPAI-84

BD810213           RRP: $459.99

Twilight Bivy
The minimalist, four-season Black Diamond Twilight Bivy keeps weight to an 
absolute minimum and packs down incredibly small, making it ideal for an 
emergency shelter or as a sleeping bag cover. Built with a zippered entry across 
the shoulders, it’s easy to get into and use while sitting up. The Twilight’s 30D poly 
fabric improves strength and doesn’t stretch when wet, making the Twilight Bivy 
the ultimate harsh-weather bivy for minimalist mountain missions.

FEATURES
– Frameless construction to minimize weight
– Year-round performance
– High tenacity 30D poly fabric improves strength and doesn’t stretch when wet 
– Fully taped seams
– Complies to FR regulation CPAI-84

BD810214           RRP: $269.99

Bipod Bivy
Single-pole design sheds weight but maximizes headroom.

FEATURES
– One shock-corded aluminum pole over the head and shoulders
– Large zippered entry; net door
– Large mesh panel for bugs and ventilation
– ToddTex™ single-wall fabric
– Taped seams

BD810210           RRP: $779

SHELTER—BIVY BAGS

Style # Type Season
Average 

Packaged Weight Minimum Weight Dimensions Area Packed Size

Spotlight Bivy BD810213 1 4 660 g 1 lb 7 oz 500 g 17.6 oz n/a 1.72 m2 18.5 sq ft 10 x 19 cm

Twilight Bivy BD810214 1 4 292 g 10.3 oz 280 g 9.9 oz n/a 1.75 m2 18.75 sq ft 8 x 13 cm

Bipod Bivy BD810210 4 975 g 2 lb 2 oz 830 g 1 lb 13 oz 234 x 76 x 51 cm 1.7 m² 18.5 sq ft 15 x 33 cm
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Gloves
Our hands are indispensable tools, which is why creating the most 

functional, dexterous and weatherproof gloves and mitts on the 
planet is foundational to our line. 

Crag
Full-fingered, lightweight, breathable and 
durable cragging glove for belays or via ferrata. 

BD801858           RRP: $36.99

■ ■ ■
Black, Cobalt, Octane

Midweight Screentap
Combining a stretch fleece back of hand with 
digital material on the palm and fingers, the 
MidWeight ScreenTap gloves bring touchscreen 
functionality to your ski, run, hike or cold-
weather commute. 

BD801036           RRP: $69.99

Black

Lightweight Screentap
Combining a lightweight stretch material on the 
back of hand with digital material on the palm 
and fingers, the LightWeight ScreenTap gloves 
bring touchscreen functionality to your run, hike 
or cold-weather commute. 

BD801045           RRP: $54.99

Black

Lightweight Fleece
Made from soft, breathable and quick-drying 
microfleece, the LightWeight Fleece gloves 
provide minimalist warmth and protection on 
ski tours, runs, hikes and other active pursuits 
or act as an extra layer when worn as a liner 
beneath a shell. 

BD801040           RRP: $32.99

Black

ROCK GLOVES

Style # Type Size Weight Per Pair Color

Crag BD801858 Unisex XS-XL 70.0 g 2.47 oz Black, Cobalt, Octane

LINER SERIES

Style # Type Size Weight Per Pair Temperature Range Color

MidWeight ScreenTap BD801036 Unisex XS-XL 40.6 g 1.43 oz 0/7 ºC 32/45 ºF Black

LightWeight Fleece BD801040 Unisex XS-XL 28.4 g 1.00 oz 4/13 °C 40/55 °F Black
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Mont Blanc
A grippy, stretchy and weather-resistant glove 
ideal for mountain racing, ultra-running and 
other high-output pursuits, the Mont Blanc 
offers the protection you need without slowing 
you down. 

BD801095           RRP: $39.99

Black

Lightweight Waterproof
Built with hardshell fabric and a BD.dry™ 
waterproof insert, the LightWeight Waterproof 
gloves are perfect for active days in wet 
conditions. 

BD801463           RRP: $109.99

Black

Lightweight Softshell
Stretchy, breathable and highly weather-
resistant, the LightWeight Softshell gloves are 
perfect for spring ski touring, running, hiking 
and other active yet chilly pursuits. 

BD801046           RRP: $42.99

Smoke

Mercury Mitts
Our most versatile and popular year-round mitt, the Mercury 
features a fully waterproof shell and PrimaLoft insulation, as well 
as a removable split-finger liner for increased dexterity. 

BD801118           RRP: $199.99

Black

Glissade
Alpine-worthy protection with a versatile 
design, the Glissade is our best-value four-
season glove. 

BD801728           RRP: $129.99

Black

GLOVES AND MITTS

Style # Type Size Weight Per Pair Temperature Range Color

Mont Blanc BD801095 Unisex XS-XL 56.0 g 1.98 oz -4/4 ºC 25/40 ºF Black

Waterproof LightWeight BD801463 Unisex XS-XL 88.4 g 3.12 oz 0/7 °C 32/45 °F Black

LightWeight Softshell BD801046 Unisex XS-XL 58.4 g 2.06 oz 4/13 °C 40/55 °F Smoke

Glissade BD801728 Mens XS-XL 175.0 g 6.17 oz -17/-1 °C 0/30 °F Black

Mercury Mitts BD801118 Unisex XS-XL 260.0 g 9.17 oz -29/-12 °C -20/10 °F Black
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BD Guide BT Beacon
An industry-leading, professional-grade avalanche beacon, 
the new Black Diamond Guide BT features cutting-edge 
features for long-range and multiple burial searching, and 
Bluetooth functionality.

FEATURES
– Housing with soft-touch contact points for improved 

ergonomics and handling
– Bluetooth functionality allows user to manage settings, 

software updates and optimization
– Three antennas
– Circular range for extended, symmetrical search area
– Mark and scan function for multiple burial scenarios
– Digital Signal Processor to pick up beacons transmitting 

drifted signals
– Integrated inclinometer for easy slope-angle assessment
– Continuous carrier mode for use with older, analog 

beacons
– Reliable direction and distance indication from the point 

of original signal
– Compatible with TX600 and iProbe for added search 

capabilities
– Updateable software via Bluetooth or USB (sold 

separately)
– Harness-style carrying pouch included
– Connect to the PIEPS App wtih Bluetooth® wireless 

technology to manage settings, update firmware and 
access training mode

BD151001           RRP: $799

Backcountry safety and avalanche response has driven innovations 
in technology and tools—from our new backcountry JetForce ski 

packs to probes, shovels and snow saws. 

Snow Safety
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Transfer 3
With a redesigned blade construction for 
cleaner snow study and easier stomping 
through hard avy debris, the Transfer is 
our workhorse shovel with a removable, 
extendable shaft for working in deep pits. 

BD102183           RRP: $99.99

Fire Red

Deploy
Thanks to its curved, trapezoidal shaft that 
nests inside the blade, the Deploy is our go-to 
shovel for rapid emergency response and 
compact, minimalist storage. 

BD102184 - 3           RRP: $109.99
BD102186 - 7           RRP: $124.99

BD Orange

Evac
A multi-function tool for comprehensive backcountry use, the Evac is our 
top-of-the-line shovel and features two configurations: standard shovel 
and hoe mode. The ultra-durable construction and super compact design 
are ideal for both daily snow study and fast avalanche response. 

BD102187 - 7           RRP: $134.99
BD102188 - 9           RRP: $159.99

Ultra Blue

BD Recon BT Beacon
Combining a streamlined feature set with Bluetooth functionality, the Recon BT is the go-to beacon for the everyday backcountry 
traveler.

FEATURES
– Housing with soft-touch contact points for improved ergonomics and handling
– Bluetooth functionality allows user to manage settings and software updates
– Three antennas
– Circular range for extended, symmetrical search area
– Mark function for multiple burial scenarios
– Compatible with iProbe for added search capabilities
– Updateable software via Bluetooth or USB (sold separately)
– Harness-style carrying pouch included
– Connect to the PIEPS App wtih Bluetooth® wireless technology to manage settings, update firmware and access training mode

BD151002           RRP: $599

SNOW SAFETY—BD BEACONS

Style # Frequency Antennas Max. Range Batteries Battery Life
Weight With 

Batteries Dimensions

BD Guide BT BD151001
457 kHz 

(EN300718)
3 60 m 197 ft

3 Alkaline 
AAA

400 h send 
mode

225 g 7.9 oz 115 x 75 x 28 mm 4.5 x 2.9 x 1.1 in

BD Recon BT BD151002
457 kHz 

(EN300718)
3 50 m 164 ft

3 Alkaline 
AAA

200 h send 
mode

210 g 7.4 oz 115 x 75 x 28 mm 4.5 x 2.9 x 1.1 in

SNOW SAFETY—SHOVELS   

Style # Weight Color Blade Volume Extended Length Collapsed Length

Evac 7     102187 794 g 1 lb 13 oz Ultra Blue 2.65 L 0.7 gal 94.0 cm 37.0 in 66.5 cm 26.2 in

Evac 9     102188 902 g 2 lb 0 oz Ultra Blue 3.50 L 0.9 gal 98.5 cm 28.0 in 71.0 cm 28.0 in

Transfer 3     102183 692 g 1 lb 8 oz
Fire Red

Grape
1.14 L 0.3 gal 79.0 cm 31.1 in 61.0 cm 24.0 in

Deploy 3     102184 565 g 1 lb 4 oz BD Orange 1.14 L 0.3 gal 63.0 cm 24.8 in 43.0 cm 16.9 in

Deploy 7     102186 700 g 1 lb 8 oz BD Orange 2.65 L 0.7 gal 68.0 cm 26.8 in 47.0 cm 18.5 in
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Dawn Patrol 25
Our lightweight, mid-sized ski pack for day-in/day-out ski touring and in-bounds shredding, the Dawn 
Patrol 25 stashes your avalanche gear and daily essentials and is AvaLung-Ready for use with our AvaLung 
Element. 

BD681171           RRP: $249.99

■ ■ ■
Black, Black/White, Deep Torch/Black

SNOW SAFETY—AVALUNG READY SNOW SERIES PACKS

Style # Type Size Volume Average Stock Weight Color

Dawn Patrol 25  BD681171 Unisex
S/M 23 L 1404 cu in

1.04 kg 2 lb 5 oz Deep Torch, Black, Black / White
M/L 25 L 1526 cu in

Shovels and Probes

Quickdraw Probe Tour
Built for daily snow study, snow 
professionals and deeper snowpacks, 
the Tour Probe features a durable, all-
aluminum construction. 

BD109101 - 240           RRP: $109.99
BD109102 - 280           RRP: $124.99
BD109103 - 320           RRP: $144.99

Fire Red

Quickdraw Probe Carbon
A light and stiff carbon probe for those looking 
to minimize weight without compromising 
function or safety. 

BD109104 - 240           RRP: $169.99
BD109105 - 320           RRP: $199.99

Ultra Blue

SNOW SAFETY—PROBES

Style # Weight Length Color Segments*

QuickDraw Probe Carbon 240    BD109104 271 g 10 oz 240 cm 110 in Ultra Blue 6

QuickDraw Probe Carbon 320    BD109105 342 g 13 oz 320 cm 126 in Ultra Blue 8

QuickDraw Probe Tour 240    BD109101 303 g 11 oz 240 cm 94 in
Fire Red

Grape
6

QuickDraw Probe Tour 320    BD109103 385 g 14 oz 320 cm 126 in Fire Red 8

QuickDraw Probe Tour 280    BD109102 342 g 12 oz 280 cm 110 in Fire Red 7

*ALL PROBES HAVE 40 CM SEGMENTS

GlideLite Mix Kicker
Half skins designed for long sections of flat or low-angle terrain, 
the GlideLite Kickers feature an updated construction and offer 
ample traction for backcountry minimalists. 

BD163711 - 50 mm           RRP: $119.99
BD163712 - 65 mm           RRP: $129.99
BD163713 - 80 mm           RRP: $139.99
BD163714 - 95 mm           RRP: $149.99

SKINS—GLIDELITE MOHAIR MIX SERIES SKINS

Style # Type Weight Per Pair (untrimmed)

GlideLite Mix Kicker  

BD163711 50 mm

BD163712 65 mm 205 g 7.2 oz

BD163713 80 mm  

BD163714 95 mm
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Whippet Attachment
An accessory for Whippet-Ready ski poles, the Whippet Pick attaches with our innovative ClickLock 
Dial for an added margin of safety on steep winter terrain.

FEATURES
– Steel pick with canard wing adds margin of safety for steep terrain
– ClickLock mechanism provides quick and secure attachment to grip on Whippet-Ready ski poles
– Attaches to any Whippet Ready ski pole

BD111567           RRP: $99.99

Black/Gray

Traverse WR 2
An ultra-versatile touring and ski mountaineering 
pole, the Traverse WR 2 features our innovative 
Whippet Ready grips—making it compatible 
with our whippet attachment for added security 
on steep terrain—and a durable two-piece 
aluminum construction for day-in, day-out use in 
the backcountry.

FEATURES
– Whippet ready grips accept whippet 

accessory (sold separately)
– 18mm aluminum upper with 14 mm aluminum 

lower
– FlickLock® Pro adjustability
– 100 mm indexed powder baskets
– Sold in pairs

BD111566           RRP: $159.99

Whippet
With three-section packability and added 
traction for steep terrain, the Whippet is 
perfect for ski mountaineering expeditions and 
splitboard excursions. The Whippet’s removable 
steel pick adds a margin of safety for mega-
steep, no-fall terrain, while also converting 
into an easily stowable, adjustable pole for 
backcountry powder missions.

FEATURES
– ClickLock Dial
– Removable steel pick
– Grip insert for ski mode
– FlickLock Pro adjustment
– 3-piece aluminum shaft
– Indexed ¾ Powder Basket

140 cm

BD111565           RRP: $149.99

Gray/Black/Orange

Carbon Whippet
Built for steep terrain that demands extra traction, 
the two-piece Carbon Whippet is the ultimate ski 
mountaineering tool. With its removable steel pick, 
the Whippet adds security for steep, icy bootpacks 
and no-fall descents, and can transition into an 
adjustable ski pole for backcountry turns.

FEATURES
– ClickLock Dial
– Removable steel pick
– Grip insert for ski mode
– FlickLock Pro adjustment
– Carbon lower shaft, aluminum upper
– Indexed ¾ powder basket

140 cm

BD111564           RRP: $199.99

Gray/Black/Orange

POLES

Style# Usable Length Collapsed Length Weight Per Pair Color

Whippet BD111565 100 - 140 cm 39 - 55 in 65 cm 26 in
490 g each 

(Pole & 
Whippet)

1.1 lb each 
(Pole & 

Whippet)

Gray / Black / 
Orange

Whippet Attachment BD11567 N/A N/A N/A N/A 160 g each
0.33 lb 
each

Black / Gray

Traverse WR 2 BD111566 100 - 140 cm 39 - 55 in 96 cm 38 in 570 g pair 1.26 lb pair
Gray / Black / 

Orange

Carbon Whippet BD111564 100 - 140 cm 39 - 55 in 97 cm 38 in
450 g each 

(Pole & 
Whippet)

1.0 lb each 
(Pole & 

Whippet)

Gray / Black / 
Orange


